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It's time for a better solution

CommaiiderFDC
Tired of saying "Sorry, I can't" because reports from a `70s accounting system can't keep pace with your
company in the `90s? You need Commander FDC (Financial Data Control), the client/server solution for
financial consolidation and reporting that simplifies the most complicated (and most urgent)
information requests. With FDC, reorganizations are as simple as changing an on- screen organization
chart and pressing the "Consolidate" button. Commander FDC helps you collect, consolidate and
analyze financial data with ease. FDC's database keeps all your reports consistent whether you use a
spreadsheet (via FDC's built -in linking) or use FDC's own multidimensional analysis. So, before you
have to say "Sorry" again, call Comshare for more information and a schedule of our free half -day
seminars where you will learn more about Comshare's financial decision support applications for
consolidations, budgeting and management reporting.

03MR41AW.

Contact:ChrisKellyat1-800-922-7979orEmailckelly@comshare.com
Commm cw is a ndemafk and comshwe is a regiat
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SomeToolsforManagingFixedAssets
AreBetterThan Others 4 0
TheBestIsFAS"M
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Accountingforyourvaluablefixedassetsis
tooimportant toleavetoanythingsecond
,t •
«, ,,, « .• best, Especialywhenyoucanhavethe
industry'snumberonenameinfixedasset
accounting—FASfrom Best.
« • •
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CompleteDesktopControl
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There'sanFASSolutionRightForYou

M

Whetheryouhave200or20,000fixed
assets,theresanFASsoftwaresolution
madeforyou.Choosefrom DOS or
Windows.., singleuserorapowerhouse
Networkversion. Plus asuiteof specializedprogramsincludingFASTrackrnthe
completeassetinventorytrackingsystem
usingbarcodetechnology.
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FAScalculatesdepreciationinstantlyand
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; ; « « " ; accurately—for oneasset oran entire
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group. Andworkingwithassetshasnever
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FASiseasytouseandeasy
tobuy. There'snorisk, and

nothing to lose with your 30-day
Free Trial. Don't trust your fixed assets to
screen to screen. See all detail for any single
anything less than the best!
asset — forup to 7 books — on one screen.
There'sMore from Best! A full Suite of
Even see asset pictures right on- screen!
Desktop Business Solutions
No Compliance Worries

You'II alsofindtheBestnameontoday's
leading human resources, recruiting and
payrol systems.AbraHumanResources
andPayroll Solutionsareindustrystandards

change — or howcomplex!

"

The Top Choice for More than 25,000
Fixed Asset Managers

ManfiaSeoteer

P� «�"a

formorethan 15,000 hands -on managers.
Your Best representativehas details.
r

30 Day free Trial

FAS for Windows is the #1 selling Windows I

fixedasset program today. It'sthefixed
asset system ofchoiceforthemajorityof
AL S O
AV AI L A B L E
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800- 368 -2405
'

the Big Six. And for the past two years in a
row, FAS has been the only fixed asset soft ware named to AccountingToday's Top
100 Software Products.
'

✓ ,4ccountingToday'sTop 100
Accounting Software Products

ORCONTACTYOURAUTHORIZED
BESTBUSINESSPARTNER

Authorization Code G7999
Bell Programs. Inc.
Visit us on The Interne) at
http:lh~bestprogram

✓ Computer,Pese/%rNewsTopSO
IndependentSoftwareCompanies
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TryFASforYourself,FREEToday!

� :-�_.� .-"� Plus you can trust Best to keep you in full
compliancewithdepreciationrulesand
regulations, nomatterhow oftenthey
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With our
1996
Salary
Guide,

time is on your side,,
When you need fast access to accurate, up -to -date compensation information, there's only one
place to find it. The 1996 Salary Guide from ACCOUNTANTs EXEcunVE SEARCH"'.This years
Guide provides current salary levels for various accounting and finance positions throughout
the United States and Canada. What's more, we've included comprehensive job descriptions
for each accounting and finance position featured in the guide. So you
can make the most informed compensation decisions possible.
Call for your free copy right away. After all, if time is money —
the time to call is now.

800_327- -1117

< 1995 accountants on call
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27SAFEGUARDINGMICROCOMPUTERS
ANDLANS
BY JAMES HALL AND
MARILYN MAGEE GREENSTEIN
Microcomputers and networks have increased
the productivity of every company, but at the
same time this technology has expanded the
exposure of corporations to possible theft,
unauthorized access to corporate files, and
destruction of vital company records. Here's
what you can do to help safeguard your company's database.

38CONTROLLINGCASHINCASINOS ✓
Corporateaccountantsincreasinglyareconcernedwith
safeguardingcompanydatabases.

27

LOOKOUT,MANAGEMENT ✓
ACCOUNTANTS
BY ROBIN COOPER
If everybody becomes involved in cost management, what happens to the management
accountant? Has management accounting
become so successful in empowering other
employees with techniques such as activity based costing that its own function becomes
superfluous? There is a paradigm shift going
on, says this well -known consultant in a two part article, and it has profound implications
for the profession.
Cover:Safeguarding assets,
a major responsibilityof
accountants,isbecoming
more difficult.
21.
more
BobSee
Grant,p.NYC.

✓

BY JOHN R. MILLS, CPA
Casino gambling presents unique control problems for accountants. The Nevada Gaming
Control Board has been a leader in developing
standards that have become a model for the
industry and for other cash businesses.

41MICROSOFT:TOOLINGTHE
INFORMATIONAGE
BY KATHY WILLIAMS AND JAMES HART
Adding value is a key to Microsoft
Corporation's success. Its software met the
test, but its financial systems had to play
catch -up. Now they're state of the art.
Corporate Controller John Connors tells the
story.

This article will be included in IMA's quarterly self -study exam, which you can order by calling
1- 800 -638 -4427,ext. 278.

MANAGEMENT AOcOUNYlNOe (ISSN 0025 -1690) is published monthly by the Institute of Management Accountants, 10 Paragon Dr., Montvale, NJ
07645 -1760, (201) 573 -9000. Price $10.00 per copy. Subscription rates, per year: $20 (included in dues, nondeductible); nonmembers, $130.00. Second class postage paid at Montvale, NJ., and additional mailing offices. To ensure uninterrupted mail service, send present address label and new
address including ZIP number to Data Entry Dept., IMA, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760. Allow six weeks for change. IMA's telephone number is
1.800. 638.4427; IMA's facsimile number is (201) 573 -0639. IMA Bulletin Board Service (modem required), 1.800- 229 -1268.
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Most accounting software systems
get stuck on project accounting_

If you've looked at other client/server
accounting systems, you've probably
noticed that project accounting is offered
only as an optional module. Or a notyet- available optional module. Or even
a needs-a- lot -of- application- specificengineering, not - yet - available module.
But at Deltek, project accounting is
our whole focus.
Our Costpoint project accounting
system is here today with all the
integrated functionality you need to
meet the special challenges of a project
accounting environment. Designed from
the ground up, utilizing Windows and
client/server technology, Costpoint is
the most advanced system available
for project accounting.

Costpoint puts project accounting
That's why with Costpoint, project
functionality in every module, so you can
accounting isn't just an add -on module,
track project costs and hours, actuals vs.
project accounting is the entire system.
budgets at all task levels, compute
Don't settle for less than you
project revenue, billings and indirect cost
need, Or for some vague promise about
allocation, report unbilled receivables,
future modules.
project profitability, backlog and purchase
Call 1- 800 - 456 -2009 or visit us on
commitments, and much more.
the World Wide Web at http: //wwwdeltek.
In developing Costpoint, Deltek drew
com/, and find out how Costpoint
on its direct implementation experience
can deliver all the functionality
with government contractors, professional
you want. Today.
and technical service providers,
engineering & environ•
mental firms, non - profit
organizations, systems
integrators and other
companies operating in
a project environment.
PROJECT
ACCOUNTING
SOF TWA RE

Costpoint
FR
� T E K
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45DARWin:THEEVOLUTION
OFDATACOLLECTION
BY ANNE S. HALEY
DARWin, Data Analysis and Reporting in Windows, was designed and developed by Johnson
& Johnson as a data collection tool to serve
the requirements of the world's largest diversified and most comprehensive healthcare company. Ultimately, financial officers in J &J
Worldwide Headquarters in New Brunswick,
N.J., hope to be able to access and pull data
right out of the affiliate's own database —and
eliminate time - consuming closings.

Columns
8 PERSPECTIVES

48SEEKINGTHEBESTSOLUTION
BY KATHY WILLIAMS AND JAMES HART
Best Programs, Inc., developer of fixed asset,
human resources, and payroll applications, has
found its niche by partnering with core
accounting software vendors. President Tim
Davenport describes the company's strategy
and the impact on controllers and financial
managers.

56IMANOMINATINGCOMMITTEE
REPORT
Nominees to serve during 1996 -98 are
presented.

Departments
S1 TECHFORUM

The CFM program is launched.

12 GOVERNMENT
Taxpayer's bill of rights includes curb on
summonses.

14CAREERS
'How do I search for a new job without
getting firedT

54TRENDS INFINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
62 CLASSIFIED
62 ADVERTISERS`INDEX
64 CONTINUINGEDUCATION

16 TAXES
Reducing unemployment compensation
insurance taxes.

E -mail: Editorial, marand @class.org; Advertising, ipceima @class.org.
Views expressed herein are authors' and do not represent Institute policy unless so s tated. Publicat ion o f pai d advertis ing and ne w pro duct
and s er vi ce info rm ati on doe s not c onsti tute an e ndor se ment by t he
Institute of the advertiser or the product or service.
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MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® is indexed in the Accountants' Index and
al so i n the on - li ne dat abas e of t he s am e name . This publi cati on i s
available in other forms of media through Information Access Company and thro ugh Univers ity Microfilms, Inc., and ABIIINFORM
(313)761 -4700. For more information call (800)227 -8431. The full text
of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® is also available in the electronic versions of the Business Periodicals Index.
Permission is granted to reproduce any of the contents of this issue for
M AY 1 9 9 6

use in courses of instruction, so long as the source and Institute of Manage ment Acco unt ant s' copyri ght ar e i ndi cat ed in any such reproductions. Written application must be made to the Editor for permission to
reproduce any of the contents of this issue for use in other than courses of instruction —e.g., textbooks and books of readings or cases. Except
as otherwise noted, the copyright has been trans ferred to the Institute
of Management Acc ountants fo r all items appearing i n thi s magazine.
For those items for which the copyright has not been transferred, permission to reproduce must be obtained directly from the author or from
the person or organization given at the end of the article.
(quantity reprints of any article in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® or
back is sues ( subj ec t to avail abil it y) m ay be obtained from Special
Order Department, IMA, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760.
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Perspectives
THECFMPROGRAMISLAUNCHED
Th is mo n th th e In stitu te o f Managem ent Accountants is
lau nch in g an in no vative n ew certification program —the
Certified in Fin ancial Man agem ent Program . The rollou t is in tro du ced th ro u gh an insert with a reply card on
page 24A o f th is issu e, and the sam e announcem ent will
ap p ear in th e Jou rn al of Accountancy.
Yo u r Natio nal Board ap p roved im plem entation and
fu nd ing o f the CFM, as reco m mended by the ICMA
Bo ard o f Regen ts and IMA:Planning Comm ittee, in
ord er to meet th e certification needs of our mem bers
an d p o ten tial m em bers in th e area of both m anagem ent
accountin g an d co rp o rate fin an cial m an agem en t.
As y o u kn o w, th e path to career su ccess has b eco me m ore challenging and
dem an d in g. The IMA lead ersh ip decid ed that a new certification program —
with an em p hasis in fin an cial m an agem ent in p articular —would provide corporate finan cial m an agemen t pro fessio nals with an additional objective m easure of kn o wled ge and co mp eten ce th at will enh an ce their career success.
The new certificatio n p rogram will n ot d im in ish the im portance of our highly
successful CMA p rogram . In fact, b oth th e CMA an d CFM will be integral certification o fferings of IMA —to respon d to th e un ique career needs of those who
identify with eith er th e m an agem en t acco u n tin g o r the financial m anagem ent
function s.
A majority o f CMAs po lled ind icated th at th ey believed the CFM designation
would b e a b en eficial certificatio n . Certain career paths identify m uch more
closely with the "co rpo rate fin an cial m an agem ent" function, and the CFM
helps fill th e certificatio n n eed in th at career p ath . The Board stressed that
IMA will co ntinu e to su pp ort th e CMA pro gram and will promote the CFM on
an equal b asis as an ex pan sio n o f the em ergin g certification m arket for m anagem en t accou n tin g an d fin an cial man agem en t.
The CFM ex am in atio n will co n sist o f Parts 1, 3, and 4 of the current CMA
exam in atio n p lu s a n ew Part 2 o n Co rpo rate Fin an cial Managem ent that will
test fin an cial m an agem en t to pics in greater d ep th . Current CMAs can earn
the Certified in Fin an cial Man agem en t d esign atio n by passing this Part 2,
which will b eco m e available in Decem b er.
I am very ex cited ab o u t th is n ew p rogram lau nch ed by our organization. It is
design ed to o ffer y ou a n ew, p o werful to ol fo r career advancem ent. The CFM
also will b e helpfu l in attractin g n ew mem bers to IMA as well. 1 urge you to
take advantage of th is exp and ed o pp o rtu nity for professional certification from
the lead in g m an agem en t acco u n tin g organ izatio n in the world.

.ttC

17� �

WILLIAM J. IHLANFELDT, CPA
President, 1995 -96

The nautical signol
flags JRVhA) and
computer symbolize
IMA's evolution in
improving communications.

Please direct questions about the CFM program to Priscilla Payne, senior director of the ICMA at
1- 800 - 638.4427, ext. 307. She also would be pleased to provide you with a detailed question- and - answer
document on the CFM program and the computerized exam -on- demand concept.
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F inally,
A Solution For Companies
Serious About
CystMann orement.

ACTIVA"m is the first in a whole new generation of st
management software. ACTIVA offers manufacturing an sen-ice
companies the ability to make better and quicker decisions to olve
today's complex business issues. This includes planning
u et
ing, valuing products and processes, measuring profitabili
d
managing costs across their entire organization.

Call Price Waterhouse LLP
to learn more about

ACTIVA was developed to handle the comple
activity
based costing but is equally supportive of more conven oral costing
practices, as well. It efficiently manages information across multiple
periods for multiple locations. Further, it presents information in
multiple currencies, should your cost management needs be global.

ACTIVA,

ACTIVA was developed using state -of -the -art client/server
technology to support numerous concurrent users. It is an open
system that can be processed on any UNIX® compatible platform
employing the Oracle® relational database and utilizing a WindowsO
user interface. The result is a highly functional, secure, user - friendly
system capable of processing and disseminating vast amounts of
information quickly and efficiently.

the simple solution to
the complexity of
cost management.

ACTIVA, the solution for companies who take cost
management seriously.

A

C

T

I

V

A

0
Price WaterhouseLLP
01995 Price Waterhouse LLP. All names and trademarks are of their respective owners. ACCIVATM is a trademark of Price Waterhouse LLP. W indowc' is a registerW trademark of
Microsoft Corporation. L'NIX• is a registered trademark in the United States and other countries licensed exc1urivehy through X -open Company. Oracle' is a registered trademark of Oracle Corporation.
Price Waterhouse LLP is herein referred to it Price Waterhouse.
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How can you be so right about somuch,andsowrong about one simplething?

luu're right about your client list of wealthy business owners and estate planners. It's enough to make your competition hit the
brakes. You're right about the products you promote, like Second-to-Die and Variable LL and concepts like Split Dollar and
Key Person. You're only missing one thing. Aetna's phone #:1 -800-238-6252(press 2). Orr cutting.-edge, high -end products hit your
prospects where they live. Our advanced sales support is like calling home. Ow• tuide►wriwr - are flexible and accessible. With
up to $10 million retention, excellent financial strength, and a mile long list of', n L,ntials, our nau w , q „ n I11nrs, .
, 1

closes deals. We can quote almost as fast as you can call. No mistake about it.

1 -800- 238 -6252 (press 2 ).

Ute imurwut rmudum undemitten and iarw•d h, leans L& lusuranm ¢nd AmWty Cotltyanr.
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Can we get better financial reports?
Can it help streamline our accounting?
Can I get quick access to information?

Can it fit with our technology plans?

Can

cl e the books earlier?

Can it handle all my divisions?
Can we count on the vendor?
Can I get home in time for dinner?

Can I get it now.?
Hyperion Software offers the most "can do " finan cial management solutions —
accounting, bud getin g, reporting an d an alysis. Ap plications engineered to come
together on co mm and —in one p lace and in on e easy to understand format.
Inform ation is centralized , sto red safely and securely. With Hyperion's
enterprise solu tio ns, users can easily access an d share a common set of financial
informatio n to achieve a deep er un derstan ding of th e business.
Interpret what is h appenin g at every level of th e o rganization. For a global
view of informatio n, get o n -line summary b alances. Or get up close and focus
on a single entry, look at in dividual transactions, or highlight important exceptions.
Obtain consistent and timely finan cial in formation through powerful and
dynamic reporting capabilities. You can streamline your reporting process —
dramatically cutting reporting time. And handle high - volume financial reporting
requirements in a com pletely grap hical enviro nment.
More than 2,500 co mp an ies are wo rkin g an d winn ing with Hyperion Software
right now. A stron g, p roven reco rd o f finan cial ap plications expertise has earned
us credibility and valu ed relatio nship s with CFOs, Corporate Controllers, CIOs,
and their staffs.
Can Hyp erion Software do all th is and get yo u h ome in time for dinner? YES
Call us to find o ut ho w. Or send y our o wn q uestions to info @hysoft.com.

Hype rion

1 -800- 286 -8000
I)ttp://www.hysoft.com
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TAXPAYERS
' BILLOF
RIGHTSINCLUDESCURB
ONSUMMONSES

mally, spokesman for the Tax Executives Institute, says the IRS actually
has adopted procedures that parallel
these requirements. "But having the
language appear in the Code would
be a helpful thing."

The House Ways & Means Commit

EMPLOYEE
MISCLASSIFICATION

tee passed a taxpayer's bill of rights
(TBOR) bill on March 21 by a voice
vote. It included a provision dealing
The issue of employee misclassificawith the issuance of designated sumtion was addressed in a bill intromonses by the IRS that a number of
large corporations have been avidly
duced on March 11 by Sens. Kit
seeking. President Clinton vetoed a
Bond (R. -Mo.) and Don Nickles (R.Okla.). This is the Senate version of
TBOR in 1995. When the IRS issues
a bill introduced in 1995 by Rep. Jon
a designated summons, the clock on
the statute of limitations— normally
Christensen (R.- Neb.), H.R. 1972,
three years —stops running. A desigthat provides an alternative to the
20- factor test the IRS uses to deternated summons was at the heart of a
mine whether workers
recent case litigated by
Chevron. Donna Steele,
classified as employees by
a business should have
the staff director at the
House Ways & Means
been classified as indeOversight Subcommittee,
pendent contractors. To
head off passage of that
says a number of companies came in to see her
bill, IRS Commissioner
during the past year. They
Margaret Milner Richardwere annoyed that IRS
son on March 5 announced a pilot "Classifiauditors threaten to issue
designated summonses at
cation Settlement
the drop of a hat. Steele
Program" that would enable an IRS auditor to alnotes that the IRS actually has issued only 12 sum- Sen. Christopher S. Bond low a business to pay eimonses since the provision
ther 25% of one year's
back taxes or 100% on one year's —
was put in the law in 1992. Nonetheinstead of 100% of all years being auless, Ways & Means decided to use
dited—if an employer had misclassithis latest TBOR (H.R. 2337) to add
fied an employee unwittingly.
a few restrictions to the designated
summonses law. Among them: An
IRS regional counsel would have to
okay issuance of a designated summons; they can only be issued to
companies who are part of the CoorThe Securities & Exchange Commis
dinated Examination Program
sion has joined the Clinton adminis(CEP); and they cannot be issued for
tration's "Reinventing Government"
the purpose of third -party informainitiative by issuing a proposal that
tion gathering except in circumwould eliminate a number of SEC acstances where the taxpayer being examined has transferred its books or
counting rules and disclosure rerecords to a third party. Tim McCorquirements. The proposal follows up

SECDS
I CLOSURE
DEREGULATO
IN
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on some, but not all, of the recommendations made in early March by
the Task Force on Disclosure Simplification empaneled by SEC Chairman Arthur Levitt, Jr. Among the
changes proposed is the deep - sixing
of Rule 3 -16 of Regulation S -X. Its
requirements relate to the aftermath
of reorganization, requirements already addressed in documents such
as the American Institute of CPAs'
SOP 90 -7 and even Article 11 of Regulation S -X. The SEC also proposes
eliminating Rules 4 -05 and 4 -06 of SX and paragraphs (b)- (h) of Rule 410. Annette Schumacher Barr, technical manager at the AICPA, says
members generally agree with what
the SEC suggests. `But our members
are also looking forward to more substantive changes."

CASBUS
FINALCHANGESTO
DS
I CLOSUREFORM
Three years after it issued a staff
discussion paper, the Cost Accounting Standards Board (CASB) has finalized a new disclosure statement
that federal contractors will have to
fill out. Minor revisions were made to
this form in 1992, but otherwise it is
the same form that was originally
developed in the early 1970s. Companies are required to report the accounting policies they use on federal
contracts for allocating costs. Companies will not have to file the new
form until an update disclosure form
otherwise would be due. When the
CASB published drafts of the form
over the past three years, the major
lightning rod was Part VII, which
deals with deferred compensation
and insurance cost. Industry groups
complained that too much information had to be pulled together to
comply with Part VII requirements.
In publishing the final disclosure
form, the CASB said the instructions
had been clarified "to make clear
that only relevant cost accounting
practices and applicable identifying
data need be disclosed."
Stephen Barlas is a journalist with more
than 16 years of experience reporting from
Washington, D.C.

Accountemps specializes in placing qualified temporary accounting and
finance professionals. In a recent independent survey, Accountemps was

rated best by a 9 to 1 margin as having the most qualified temporaries of
all other specialists. And our Robert Halfdivision can assist you with
your requirements for permanent personnel.
Companies have relied on us for professional, prompt and cost - efficient
service since 1948. We have an international network of over 175 offices
to serve you. Call your local office today.
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`How do I search for a new job
without getting firedT

I recen tly ma de a decision to loo k for ano ther jo b.1 'm not unhappy where I am
now, no r am I undu ly con cern ed abou t bein g do wnsized, at least for the near
future. Bu t aft er 11 years in my curren t position as a cost analyst, I think I owe
it t o myself a nd to my fami ly to see wha t bett er oppo rtunit ies might be out
there. My question is how do I lau nch a jo b search successfully whi le sti ll
employed an d d o it without jeopardizing my p resent position?

Robert Half, Editor

Respect your employer.
Job hunting while still employed
always has been a thorny problem.
On the one hand, it's generally better
to look for a job when you already
have one. On the other hand, the
process can be fraught with risk.
As you're obviously aware, the
major concern is that your present
employer might learn that you're
looking elsewhere. But there are
ways to minimize the odds of this
occurring.
I can recall people I've known in
your situation who went job hunting

"Those are our accountants!"

while still employed and ended up
losing their jobs because of it. In
most of these cases, the individuals
violated what I believe is a basic
obligation of any employee taking a
company's check: respecting a present employer's time, resources, and
reputation.
A woman I knew made a habit of
14
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staying late at her company to use
the copy machine to duplicate her
resumes and cover letters and the
fax machine to send the materials to
prospective employers. One night she
left a resume and cover letter in the
photocopy machine. Her boss came in
early the following morning, discovered it, and called her in to his office
f o r a n e xp l a na t i o n. He wa s mo r e
up s e t a t he r u s e of c o mp a ny e q u i p -

m en t th an h e was at he r searching
fo r ano ther job. He suggested she
step up h er job - hunting efforts, and
sh e was soon gone without a new job
to rely upon.
The m oral of this anecdote isn't that she m ade
the m istake of leaving evidence behind. It was her
lack of respect for her
em ployer that was her
downfall.
View the sam e story from
the perspective of employers receiving her resum e
via her com pany's fax
machine. There are m any
hiring authorities who look
askance at job seekers who
ab u se th eir em ployer's resources and
tim e. So me autom atically rule out
su ch in d ividuals on the assumption
th at if th ey'll do it to their current
com pany , they'll do it to them if
hired.
Th e sam e holds true of em ployed
jo b can didates who reach the interview stage, are asked why they want

to leave, and respond by badmouthing their current bosses and
colleagues, and som etim es even
revealing com pany secrets. Hardly
the way to m ake a favorable
im pression.
Respect. That's the key phrase for
you and others in your situation.
Respect your em ployer's time.
Looking for another position usually
involves having to be away from the
office for interviews. Accrue vacation
days and use them for this purpose
instead of sick days.
Respect your em ployer's expectation that as long as you're being
paid, you owe the company your best
efforts. Men and women looking for
new jobs while em ployed are best
served by dedicating extra tim e and
effort to their present responsibilities. Com e in a little earlier and stay
a little later. Ironically, this approach
som etim es opens up career- enhancing opportunities right where you
are. More than one person has abandoned a job search once he or she
saw their present positions in a new
light.
Aside from your ethical obligation
to not m isuse your current em ployer's resources, or to speak ill of your
em ployer, you are not ethically bound
to stay in any position. You have as
much right to seek a new and better
job as your em ployer has to determine who works there. It all com es
down to how you go about it.
A final few pragm atic thoughts.
Don't give prospective em ployers
your office phone number. Use your
hom e phone, and attach an answering m achine to it.
Be discreet about whom you tell
that you are looking for another job,
and choose your references carefully.
Finally, if you are offered a new
job, inform your imm ediate supervisor as soon as practically possible.
And don't use your new job offer to
attem pt to negotiate a counteroffer
from your employer. Even if you are
successful and elect to stay, your
em ployer's confidence will have been
eroded. Better to move on to your
new opportunity. ■
Robert Half, CPA, is the founder of Robert
Half International, Inc., the world's largest
staffing service firm specializing in the accounting, finance, and information systems field. His
latest book is Finding, Hiring, and Keeping the
Best Employees (John Wiley & Sons).

Unfortunately, most Activity-Based Management
software tools just aren't powerful enough, flexible
enough or easy enough to use.
HyperABC; " on the other hand, is a liberating
experience. It gives you the freedom to understand
your business better.
Introducing HyperABC 4.0 for Windows.
The more productive way to implement ABM.
Instead of forcing you to input data manually,
HyperABCintelligently captures data directly — and
allows you to update your model automatically.
You can't outgrow
HyperABC,either. Because

Em
HypetABC include:

unlike other ABM software,
it has no limitation on

Libbey Owens Ford
American Exprers

model size. You won't
squander resources doing
large -scale calculations,
only to find that the results

NASD
Sbiloh Corporation
Central 8enef'fts
1)ffl .
Briti3h Gas

are invalid. HyperABC
validates all data before calculation, not after.
And every operation in PC -based HyperABC is
performed through an exceptionally easy -to-use
Windows'" interface.
The right tool for slicing and dicing your data By forging dynamic links with spreadsheets like
Microsoft " Excel or Lotus" 1 -2 -3` HyperABC lets
you analyze information in familiar software. And
only HyperABC offers true Multi- Dimensional Cost
Object Analysis — the ability to examine your
business across customers, products and distribution
channels, in any combination you wish.
So before you go out on a limb with other
ABM software (or 4 you're already on a limb
and searching for a way down), take a look
at HyperABC, from Armstrong Laing.

For a free
demo disk,
call
1 -800- 883 -4111.
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reduce the company's tax rate. When
the state notifies an employer of its
proposed new higher tax rate, the
employer should calculate the potential savings of a voluntary contribution. The example in the table below
demonstrates the computation of a
voluntary contribution.

Anthony P. Curatola, Editor

REDUCN
I GUNEMPLOYMENTCOMPENSATO
IN
N
I SURANCETAXES
Under the employment compensation system, workers receive unemployment benefits based on their
earnings in the prescribed base earnings period. Benefits calculated from
this period may be paid for up to 26
weeks. Extended benefits can continue up to an additional 13 weeks at
times of high unemployment.
Benefits, which vary widely from
state to state, range from a $5 weekly minimum in Hawaii to Connecticut's $400 maximum benefit in 1996.
Benefits are available to employees
who are laid off or fired and to those
who quit with good cause. In the case
of employees dismissed for misconduct, some states require several
waiting weeks during which benefits
are not paid; however, in some cases
the total weeks of benefits subsequently available are not reduced.
State unemployment compensation
insurance taxes recover the costs
of these benefits from the state's
employers.
The basic method of payment to a
state unemployment compensation
fund for a company's unemployment
taxes is called a rate levy. The rate
levy method of payment is based on
a complex "experience ratings" schedule. There are four different computations of experience ratings used
throughout the country:
1. Reserve Ratio Method is used by
Washington, D.C., Puerto Rico and
the Virgin Islands, and 30 states:
Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho,
Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Neva16
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da, New Hampshire, New Jersey,
New Mexico, New York, North
Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
South Carolina, South Dakota,
Tennessee, West Virginia, and
Wisconsin.
2. Benefit Ratio is used by 17 states:
Alabama, Connecticut, Florida,
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Maryland,
Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi,
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Texas,
Utah, Vermont, Virginia, and
Washington.
3. Payroll Variation Method is used
by one state: Alaska.
4. Benefit Wage Ratio Method is used
by three states: Delaware, Oklahoma, and Wyoming.
The unemployment tax rate levy,
however determined, is generally assessed against the total of every employee's first $7,000 of earnings.
However, several states have adopted
a wage ceiling up to $25,500.

Reserve ratio method.The most commonly used calculation of experience
rating is the "reserve ratio." The total
benefits paid are deducted from the
total payments of tax. The remainder
is divided by the business's basic unemployment compensation payroll
(or in some states by the average of
three or more years) to develop the
reserve ratio. The employer's tax rate
is assessed based on this ratio.
States using this method have their
own reserve ratio tax rate tables.

Voluntary contribution computation.
In the reserve ratio states, employers
can make voluntary contributions to

Assume Employer X's reserve ratio is 9.75% of average annual
payroll $200,0W,, reserve balance, $19,500; assigned new rate
1.9 %; and the desired lower rate, 1.6 %. The following calculations can be used to determine the voluntary contribution needed to secure the desired lower rate of 1.6% and to determine the
estimated savings:
a. 5200,000 Average annual payroll
x
10% Lowest reserve ratio for desired rate from
state table below
S 20,000 Required reserve balance for the rate desired
19_,500 Present reserve balance
S 500 Voluntary contribution required
b. $200,000 Estimated taxable payroll tar new fiscal year
it 3% Savings rate Idifterence between 1.9% rate
assigned and 1.6% rate desired)
5 500 Amount of contributions to be saved
54Q Voluntary contributions to be paid
$ 100 Net amount of savings

If the payroll for the new fiscal year drops below $166,000, no
savings would result from a voluntary contribution of 55(10.00
c. $166.000 Estimated taxable payroll for new fiscal year
x .003 Rate savings (difference between 1.9% rate
assigned and 1.6% rate desiredi
S 498 Amount of contributions to be saved
588 Voluntary contributions to be paid
S
2 Net loss on voluntary contribution

Tax rate variations. In addition to
considering voluntary contributions,
companies should verify any revision
of the unemployment compensation
insurance tax rate by determining
the balances, contributions, charge offs, and ending balances of the
firm's experience rating account. Errors by the state in this area can
have a substantial impact.
Different subsidiaries and divisions should be reviewed for treatment as separate entities for unemployment compensation insurance
purposes. Some divisions may qualify
for more favorable rates if considered
apart from others. Isolating divisional payrolls, particularly those facing
substantial future layoffs or fluctuating employment levels, can reduce
overall unemployment compensation
insurance taxes.
Next month, more about controlling unemployment compensation
payments.—Arthur L. Rouselle, Jr.
Arthur L. Rouselle, Jr., is director of taxes,
Chanel, Inc., Piscataway, N.J. He submitted
this article through the Princeton Chapter, of
which he is a member.

down the right road. With the
ability to search by keyword, tax
or document type —in just the
states you specify or all fifty -one
jurisdictions simultaneously —it's
simple to focus on the areas
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Local Taxes Complete for Windows®

wizard ... step-by-step on- screen

can take you places you never

instructions and intuitive

imagined. With more full -text state

search options always

and relevant federal cases that take
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you back further than ever before:
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NetProphet
NetProphet'° is the world's first software to combine the
best of all worlds: activity -based costing, capacity planning,
constraint checking, scenario playing, process analysis, and
a graphical view —all in one easy -to -use, integrated package.
NetProphet allows you to look at your business in a commonsense, process- oriented view that considers financial as well
as operational information. What -if analyses are quick: just
point to the process, change the variable, and the results
are displayed instantly. Flexible reporting, including model
validation, is built in.

Headquarters:
Sapling Co rporation
(905) 678-1661
Fax: (995) 678 -1667

h11x! u

DataMan ag er

U.S. Sales & Service.
Sapling Inc. (east)

10(41 (fit

NetProphet business models use many corporate data
sources: multiple databases. spreadsheets, transaction
systems, and text files, all across mixed platforms. Sapling
DataManager" permits simple yet secure access to and import
from all these sources. DataManager offers enormous power
in cross - platform access, yet always protects the security of
the data sources and data fields themselves. From the user
perspective, data retrieval and re- population of the NetProphet
model is automatic, virtually invisible, and subject to full
reconciliation control.

(201) 944 -4440
Fax: (201) 944 -4441

Sapling Inc. (west)
(503) 297.5330
Fax: (503) 297 -5332

Euro pean Sales & S ervice:

ResultsManager

Sapling Corporatio n Europe

With Sapling's ResultsManager", you can easily and quickly
access, analyze, understand, and communicate all of the
information contained in NetProphet, as well as other applications. ResultsManager provides clear graphics, tables, audio
and visual alarms, and drill -down to sources. ResultsManager
is a truly integrated tool for monitoring, benchmarking, decision
support, and strategic analysis.

44 (0)181. 995 -1331

son

Fax: 44 (0)181. 742 -7301
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Look Out,,
Management
Accountants
As com panies m ove to cost
m anagem ent, they will
need m ore m anagem ent accounting inform ation but

that have the functionality customers
demand .... A firm that fails to reduce
costs as rapidly as its competitors
will find its profit margins squeezed
and its existence threatened.... Cost
management, like quality, has to become a discipline practiced by virtually every person in the firm. Therefore, overlapping systems that create
intense downward pressures on all
elements of costs are required.'

fewer m anagement accountants. And the rem a ining
m anage m ent acc ountants
will pla y a supp orting role,
not a leade rship role.
BY ROBINCOOPER
ith the emergence of the lean
enterprise and increased
global competition, companies must learn to be more proactive
in the way they manage costs. For
many, survival is dependent upon
their abilities to develop sophisticated cost management systems that
create intense pressure to reduce
costs across the entire value chain.
This increased importance of cost
management is a central theme of
When Lean Enterprises Collide:
Firms that adopt a confrontation
strategy (an intense form of competition) must become experts at developing low cost, high quality products
20
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As cost management becomes more
critical to a company's survival, two
trends emerge. First, new forms of
cost management are required, and,
second, more individuals in the firm
become actively involved in the cost
management process. Management
accountants, observing the growth in
importance of cost management,
might feel tempted to assume that a
similar increase in the importance of
their role will follow. Recent articles
that call for them to become more involved in the management process
support this assumption. For example, Robert Kaplan argues that management accountants should:
• Become part of their organization's value -added team;
• Participate in the formulation and
implementation of strategy;
• Translate strategic intent and capabilities into operational and
managerial measures; and
• Move away from being scorekeepers of the past to become the designers of the organization's critical management information
systems -2

Unfortunately, getting more involved in the management process is
only part of the story. The rest deals
with decentralizing the management
accounting process and empowering
the workforce. The result is fewer
management accountants in the company but a much wider use of management accounting information. To
understand why these changes are
occurring, we must look at the evidence from practice.
Evidence from five cost management techniques used in highly competitive environments will show how
the growing importance of cost management is changing the practice of
management accounting. The evidence for the first two techniques —
activity -based costing and treatment
protocols —is drawn from Western
practice. The evidence for the next
three techniques — target costing,
kaizen costing, and harnessing the
entrepreneurial spirit —is drawn
from Japanese practice.
Activity -based costing illustrates
that when a management accounting
technique is used for cost management, the role of the management accountant is not as central as might
be expected. Treatment protocols illustrate cost management practices
in a nonmanufacturing setting
where, historically, cost management
has not played a critical role. The
partnership role of the management
accountant, not the leadership role,
will be described.

ACTIVITY-BASEDCOST
MANAGEMENT(ABCM)
the development of practical
ABCM systems in the late 1980s
highlights the subtle but profound
interplay between management accounting and cost management in intensely competitive environments.
ABCM derives its power from the
way its outputs can he used for cost
management:
ABC information, by itself, does not
invoke actions and decisions leading
to improved profits and operating
performance. Management must institute a conscious process of organizational change and implementation
organization is to receive beneiffitsthefrom
the improved insights resulting from an ABC analysis.a

the property of accounting and are
used to support the financial accounting process, successful ABCM
systems are owned by the functions
and are designed to support the
needs of cost management, not financial accounting. The result is a reduction in the role of accounting in the
management of costs:
One of the primary objectives the
plant controller had in implementing
the new system was for it to be
viewed as a management system instead of a financial system. The controller wanted production and engineering to "take ownership" of the
system... To achieve this objective, the
implementation team included members from several disciplines other
than finance. This was done to foster
commitment to the new system
throughout the company.5

For ABCM systems to be
effective, everyone in the
company —from top management to operating personnel —must view them as cost
management tools rather
than as accounting tools. To
achieve this objective, the accounting or finance department must relinquish ownership of these systems to the
users. If accounting or finance fails to understand
this key point, then ABCM is
unlikely to succeed.
(T)he finance sponsor is following what could be called a field
dreams strategy: "If I build
of
it [the ABC model], the line
managers will come [and take
action]." Unfortunately, the
field of dreams strategy usually proceeds with the project
team being asked to refine the
model, re- estimate it on new data
(e.g., this year's actuals, next year's
budget), and develop new models for
different organizational sites. The
danger of this pattern is that after
several years of refinement, re -estimation, and extension, but no managerial decisions or actions, the ABC
project becomes viewed as a concern
of the finance group only. It is not
thought of an as an initiative that
has to be addressed, accepted, internalized, and acted upon by operating
4
managers.

One significant outcome of the decision to give up ownership of the
cost system is that accountants must
have only limited involvement in its
design. While traditional systems are
PHOTO WE OUON/THEIMAGEBANK

The importance of cost management to the success of ABCM has
confused many observers. Some management accountants —in their roles
as controllers and chief financial officers —argue that ABCM simply represents new accounting systems. Unfortunately, forcing ABCM systems to
comply with financial accounting
guidelines risks compromising the
ability of those systems to support
cost management. For example, a
manager at Hewlett- Packard's
Queensferry Telecommunications Division (QTD) said, "We implemented
cost driver accounting primarily to
influence the manufacturability of

our products. We wanted our engineers to understand the economic
consequences of their design choices.
We wanted to ensure that our products were both competitively priced
and profitable."s
But when production volume
dropped and volume variances became significant, senior management
adjusted the overhead driver rates
for financial accounting purposes:
When the production volumes
dropped in the first half of the year,
we began to encounter volume vari.
ances. These variances were not significant in the first quarter, but by
the second quarter they were very
high.... To avoid reporting large variances in the second half of fiscal
1990, QTD management decided to
compute the cost driver rates for
the second half of fiscal 1990
using the lower production
volumes.?

The outcome of this decision is that the cost driver
rates no longer reflect the
underlying economics of the
activities. Product designers
using the new rates are unlikely to design the most cost
effective products. For example, they will shy away from
designing products consuming
activities that currently have
high levels of overcapacity,
which is exactly the opposite
to what is required. Consequently, most companies that
implement ABCM systems
run them in parallel to their
financial accounting systems.
Parallel systems remove the
risk of compromising the cost
management capabilities of
ABCM to accommodate financial
accounting rules and regulations.
This isolation, however, reduces the
accounting knowledge required to design and implement such systems.
The result is a reduction in the role
of the management accountant. The
users now take a more predominant
role in the design of the system.

TREATMENTPROTOCOLS

T he U.S. healthcare industry provides an important window into the
future of management accounting because it is an environment in which
cost management historically has not
MAY 1996
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been practiced. Such environments
allow the relationship between management accountants and functional
specialists to reflect the demands of
modern cost management and not
the demands of yesterday.
Most management accountants
practicing in the healthcare industry
accept that they lack the clinical
knowledge necessary to manage costs
effectively without the help of functional specialists. The functional specialists accept that they lack the
knowledge and skill to develop cost
systems. Consequently, the relationship between the groups can evolve
based upon mutual respect, with the
two working together to create effective new cost management systems.
Given this mutual respect, management accountants can help create a
culture of change with regard to cost
management. For example, at Brookwood Medical Center (BMC) cost accountants played a vital role in the
restructuring process. They provided
cost analysis data and evaluated the
cost impact of proposed changes.
Treatment protocols, a cost management technique used in healthcare t o reduce costs, show how management accountants and functional
specialists can operate together to
create effective cost management
programs. Treatment protocols represent standardized ways to treat a
particular medical condition, such as
appendectomies, total hip replacements, or chemotherapy for
leukemia. The objective behind treatment protocols is to give every physician a concrete idea of the minimum
cost procedure the average patient
should receive to obtain effective
treatment. The actual treatment received depends on the severity of the
condition, physical condition of the
patient, and any other relevant factors that the physician must take into account.
Treatment protocols reduce costs
by cutting back on unnecessary tests
and inefficient delivery of treatment.
For example:
Dissemination of data collected by
the case management process resulted in significant reductions in length

of stay and costs at BMC. Physicians
were given resource utilization data
(adjusted for severity) that compared
their resource usage (variable cost
per case) with that of other BMC
22
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physicians. Therefore, physicians
could share information about treatment protocols that resulted in favorable clinical outcomes and lower resource utilization.8

Cost information plays a critical
role in the development of treatment
protocols and similar techniques. But
such information usually is not collected, so management accountants
must develop the systems that create
the cost information required to sup-

The quality and efficiency of patientcare
wereimprovedbyamanagementaccountant-clinician team.
port cost management. For instance:
BMC installed a computerized information system known as Transition 1
(TSI) to assist with standard costing,
financial modeling, forecasting, and
product line management (such as
open heart surgery or neonatal inten-

sive care). TSI allowed the creation of
a database with cost and demographic information that could be sorted by
demographic elements. For example,
information from the database was
used in the Outcomes Management
(OM) program to identify costs associated with each physician and DRG
(diagnostic related group).9

Detailed information allowed BMC
to obtain more accurate measurements of the costs to provide patient
care and to monitor and improve the
quality of that care. Example: The
patient number, length of stay, total
charges, direct costs, and indirect
costs for all appendectomy patients
treated during a specific time period

were summarized by the TSI system.
Management accountants are responsible for developing these cost
systems but not the treatment protocols, which usually are established
by a committee of healthcare professionals. For example, at BMC:
Critical paths (treatment protocols)
were developed by interdisciplinary
teams and focused on the expected se-

quencing and timing of patient treatment processes. The quantity and
type of all procedures, tests, and lab
work needed by patients in each DRG
classification were specified by the
critical path. Interdisciplinary team
members established anticipated
length of stay and average resource
utilization by reviewing aggregate
data provided by BMC's cost accounting department and by analyzing local, regional, and national benchmark data. Cost data were evaluated
to choose DRGs that represented opportunities for cost and quality improvement, and to evaluate the
amount of variation from patient to
patient. 'o
Individuals with clinical knowledge administer the protocols. At
BMC, case managers, with either
masters' or doctoral degrees in nursing, were responsible for aggregate
financial and quality outcomes
across specific patient populations.
They collected and analyzed clinical
and resource utilization data obtained from the specialty nurses and
cost accountants and disseminated it
to members of the healthcare team.
As case managers had direct knowledge of physician - specific practice
patterns, they were in a unique position to supplement cost accounting
data with clinical information that
physicians needed."
Thus the growth in jobs does not
occur primarily in the management
accounting department but in the
functional specialties where new positions are created for individuals
with the responsibility to integrate
the cost and functional information
and disseminate it to the final users.
Although considerable new management accounting information is generated to support the cost management programs, the management accounting department remains small
and highly focused.
The role of the management accountant in such a setting is clear. It
is one of partnership, not leadership.

While the management accountant
does become more important, his or
her role is not one of senior manager
with strategic responsibility but of
key specialist providing strategically
critical information to help manage
costs. At BMC the director of cost accounting and administrative leader
attributed BMC's improvements to
the "marriage" between BMC cost accountants and clinicians who worked
together to identify, measure, and
control costs and revenues as well as
to improve patient outcomes.

LESSONSFROMJAPAN

T he next th ree tech n iq ues are
drawn from Jap an ese p ractice. Target costing deals with co st man agement in the d esign stage o f a p ro d uct's life. It d emo n strates the decen tralization o f th e co st m an agem en t
process. Kaizen co stin g d em on strates
that even wh en m an agem en t accounting tech niq u es are used to
achieve cost man agem en t, man agement accou n tan ts p lay a sm all an d

decreasin g ro le. Finally, harnessing
th e en trep reneurial sprit encom passes co st man agem ent techniques that
do n ot invo lve any m anagem ent
accou ntin g.
Wh ile gen eralizing across cultural
bo un daries is dangerous, the point of
drawin g o n Japanese practice is to
d em o n strate what the future m ight
lo o k like. Jap anese firm s have been
lean lo n ger than their Western counterp arts an d h ave extensive experien ce with th e cost m anagement system s th at su p port lean competition.
As Western co mpanies become lean,
th ey will be forced to adopt cost managem en t techniques such as target
an d kaizen co sting.
Stru ctu ral d iff erences between
Jap an e se an d Weste rn pra ctices
co m e in to p lay here. Most Japanese
firm s h ave ro tation program s for engin eers th at are designed to expose
th em to acco u nting and other aspects o f b u sin ess. These program s
p lay a critical role in enabling engin eers an d o t h er m anager s to u ndertake th e m an a gem en t ac coun ting

tasks associated with cost management. In Western companies, where
such programs do not exist, management accountants perform many of
these tasks. But if Western firms
adopt a more Japanese approach to
cost management, which they might
be forced to do in order to remain
competitive, the situation could
change.

TARGETCOSTING

T arget c osting12 is a str uctu red approach for determ ining the cost at
which a proposed product with specified functionality and quality m ust
be produced to generate the desired
level of profitability at the product's
anticipated selling price. Target
costing s tart s with es tim a ting the
selling price at which the proposed
product will sell. Marketing determ ines t his ta rget s elling price
through m arket survey, consum er

analysis, and other market research
techniques. The second step is the
determination of the new product's

Attention LAN and Mainframe Management:

IF YOUR DATA ISN'T SECURE AFTER A DISASTER,
NEITHER IS YOUR RETIREMENT,

TERRORISM
i
HITS OKLAHOMA

It's scary but true: Ever since passage of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of
1977, corporate directors, officers and even some employees have been

penonauyImleto shareholders and the IRS it theyhaven t
adequately protected their companyis critical records.
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Aggressive cost reduction was
achieved by applying three rationalization objectives. First, the number
parts in each unit was targeted for
reduction.... Second, expensive, labor intensive, and mechanical adjustment processes were eliminated wherever possible. Finally, metal and
glass components were replaced with
cheaper plastic ones.13

In target costing, the primary role
of management accounting occurs
when value engineering is being applied. Management accountants provide estimates of future manufacturing costs that product engineers can
use in designing new products so the
products can be manufactured at
their target costs. This information is
critical to helping the engineers design to target, but the role of the
management accountant is one of
support, not leadership.
This support role is highlighted by
the fact that, in many Japanese companies, the accounting function has
virtually no involvement in the target costing process. Instead, accounting is the "gatekeeper of last resort."
For example, at Nissan:

of

Accounting was not involved in the
value engineering process, which was
the responsibility the cost design
and engineering department. The primary function of accounting was to
set the final target cost for each model variant and ensure that the vehicles were manufactured for that
amount. As the vehicle entered production, accounting would monitor
all component and assembly costs,
and, if these were not in line with the
final target costs, accounting would
notify cost design and engineering
24
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Under kaizen costing in a pharmaceutical company, workers reported to the
technical development department after
every lot was completed to measure
their effectiveness.
that the final target costs were not
being met."

Thus a powerful cost management
technique is undertaken by product
engineers and production personnel,
not by management accountants. The
critical knowledge required includes
anticipated market conditions, longterm profit objectives, and product
design. Other than providing some
supporting information, accountants
are relegated to the end of the
process where the analysis shifts
from ex -ante to ex -post.

KAIZENCOSTING

K aizen costing

15 is

the application
of kaizen or continuous improvement
specifically to reduce costs. It focuses
on making production and service
delivery processes more efficient. Unlike target costing, kaizen costing accepts the design of the product or
service as given and focuses on finding ways to reduce the costs of the
manufacturing and delivery processes. A cost reduction objective is set
for each process, and then value
analysis, a form of value engineering,
is used to achieve these objectives.
Little management accounting is required in the value analysis process,
which, like value engineering, requires technical expertise.
When management accounting in-

formation is required to support a
kaizen program, management accountants do not have to collect it. In
fact, it is preferable for the users to
collect the information. At Sumitomo
the trend was to delegate cost reduction to the factory level To transfer
...information
.
ownership of accounting
from the accounting department to
the shop floor, factory personnel began to prepare shop floor cost management information, and subsequently some of it was used by the
accounting department to produce
financial reports.16
The shift of management accounting away from management accountants and into the hands of the manufacturing workforce helps empower
the cost management process. This
decentralization is different from
simply assigning management accountants to the factories. The task
of management accounting itself is
decentralized, thus reducing the role
of the management accountant.
Even when a management accounting technique such as variance
analysis is used to monitor the
progress of a kaizen program, the
role of the management accountant
is surprisingly small. Often the management accountant just installs the
system. Once the system is installed,
the management accountant plays
virtually no role because the computer calculates the variances automatically. The workforce analyzes cause
and effect and takes appropriate action. At Shionogi Pharmaceutical:
The workforce reported to the technical development department after
every lot was completed to discuss the
effectiveness their kaizen activities.
The workers were expected to identify
the portion of the variance that was
due to kaizen. Once the standard setter and the workers responsible for
that chemical process had agreed on
the level of kaizen improvement, the
updated, but not the budgetary, standards were adjusted accordingly.17
of

target profit margin. Reviewing historical trends, estimating competitive offerings, and sometimes running computer simulations achieve
this objective. The third step is to
determine the product's target cost
by subtracting the target profit from
the target selling price.
The fourth step is to use value engineering to find ways to design a
product so that it can be manufactured at its target cost. Value engineering assesses ways to increase the
functionality of a product without incurring a cost penalty and to reduce
costs without incurring a functionality penalty. The task of value engineering lies in the domain of product
design, not management accounting.
At Olympus Optical:

For the kaizen costing program to
be effective, standards must be accurate and believable. Consequently,
great care is taken to ensure that
they are fair. At Shionogi, specially
trained individuals with a significant
background knowledge of production
set the standards:
Standard setters were selected from
among the most highly knowledge-

able, skilled, and reliable workers in
the technical development staff.
Many were holders of a master's degree in chemistry or pharmacy. They
were usually assigned from the beginning to a technical development
department. Sometimes, standard
setters were temporarily assigned to
the production floor to increase their
in -depth understanding of the production process. This increased
knowledge was considered valuable
because it allowed them to set more
accurate standards.18

The transfer of the standard setters to the production floor to increase their knowledge of the production process parallels the suggestion
that management accountants
should become more knowledgeable
about production. The obvious difference is that the standard setter already is a highly trained specialist,
not a management accountant. One
of the primary lessons is that it is
easier to bring management accounting to the functional specialist than
it is to bring functional knowledge to
the management accountant.

■ The willingness to sell the intermediate outputs of the profit centers to external customers.
When a group is treated as a profit
center instead of a cost center, the
leader's responsibility shifts from
managing costs to managing profits.
This change has two effects. First, it
causes the group members to treat
revenues as part of their responsibility. Second, it causes the group to
place increased pressure on members
to reduce costs. This pressure to re-

duce costs is due to individuals taking an entrepreneurial stance with
respect to their group's performance.
To manage costs better, these individuals often require improved cost
measurement systems. For example,
at Kirin's Kyoto brewery:
To measure costs so that profit center
profits could be determined required
locating more cost measurement
points in the brewery. For example,
to allow electricity usage to be monitored at the profit center level, additional meters were installed throughout the factory. Separate metering

HARNESSINGTHE
ENTREPRENEURIALSPIRIT
1

,

1 he desire to push the pressure to
manage costs deep into production
systems can lead to innovative forms
of cost management that require almost no management accounting to
support them. One such approach is
called harnessing the entrepreneurial spirit of the workforce.19 There
are two ways to do this. The first
technique creates pseudo microprofit
centers from cost centers, and the
second converts the company into
numerous real microprofit centers or
small firms. The two are highly interrelated because it is not possible
to reduce company size without first
creating more profit centers.
Three factors help a company determine whether to create pseudo or
real profit centers and whether to
create business managers or to also
manage firm size. They are:
• The ability to identify someone
with the capability to manage the
profit centers,
• The existence of external customers that are willing to buy the
intermediate outputs of the profit
centers, and
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was considered important for two
reasons. First, it allowed each center
to determine its actual electricity
costs and hence profits; second, it allowed each center to monitor its elec-

tricity consumption, and, if it was too
high, to introduce cost reductions designed to bring it back to planned
levels.20
Such actions focus on ways to improve production yields and hence
revenues and on ways to reduce
costs. Management accounting plays
only a minor support role in providing some of the information required.
In fact, "fancy" accounting would
have gotten in the way by confusing
the workforce. For example, at Higashimaru Shoyu, where Okuno, the
plant manager, introduced a microprofit center system he called the
price control system (PCS):
The rationale behind keeping both
raw material prices and budgeted
profit margins constant was that it
allowed the work groups to more easily understand the effect of their actions on group profitability. Okuno

believed that if raw material and
selling prices were allowed to vary,
then it would be too difficult for the
groups to observe the effects of their
improvements. In addition, Okuno
did not want the PCS to become an
accounting system replete with variances and other forms of reconciliations. Instead, he wanted a very
simple system that everyone could
understand.21
Thus even where management accounting plays a role in a microprofit
center cost management system, it is
simplified to such an extent that accountants are not required, While
the management accounting function
could have prepared the books of the
profit center, Okuno himself chose to
do so. His preparing the books allowed him immediate in -depth access
to group performance and helped create new communication pathways
between him and the groups. If the
books had been kept by a management accountant, this would not
have been the case. The result is a
decentralization of management accounting to the plant manager.
When companies are able to find
internal and external customers for
the outputs of their production
groups, they can convert their production processes into real profit centers. This ability allows them to take
advantage of the second technique of
26
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reducing effective firm size. In highly
competitive environments, compactness can play a critical role in firm
survival. According to Kuniyasu
Sakai, the founder of the Taiyo
Group, it also is a powerful cost management technique:
It is the size of a company that matters. When a company gets too large
it cannot respond in time. You need
small, flexible firms to survive.
Breaking large companies into smaller independent units is a powerful
form of cost management.22

By becoming many autonomous
smaller entities, companies have harnessed the entrepreneurial spirit of
their employees and used firm size
as a mechanism to increase efficiency
and cut bureaucracy. But these cost
management techniques do not rely
upon management accounting to any
significant extent. Often, in fact, they
reduce the need for formal management accounting systems. For example, at Kyocera, where the small
firms are called amoebas:
Amoebas were sufficiently small and
simple so that they did not require
sophisticated systems to either determine product costs or control overall
expenditures. Instead, engineers in
each amoeba had access to most cost
data relating to raw material, equipment, and other costs. Such access to
cost data, combined with their up -todate knowledge of changes in the production processes, allowed the engineers to calculate up -to -date costs for
all of the products their amoeba produced. These cost estimates were
used for pricing purposes. Thus, one
of the advantages o f the simplicity o f
the amoebas was that it allowed engineers to participate in the price -setting process.23

Under this cost management technique, history has been reversed.
Management accounting emerged at
the beginning of the century to enable managers to understand the
complex organizations that were
emerging. By converting itself into
800 small firms, Kyocera reduces
Editor's Note: Readers, based on your experiences in your own companies and the evidence presented here, what do you think the
implications will be for controllers and management accountants in the future? Can you
develop the skill set required for this new
working environment? We welcome any
comments or letters via phone at 1- 800 -6384427, eat. 271 or 269; fax, (201) 673 -0639; or
e -mail, marand@c:lass.org.

that complexity to a point that sophisticated management accounting
no longer is required. The result is to
decentralize management accounting
to the workforce.
End of part 1. In part 2, I will discuss the implications for management accountants and present some
challenges for the profession. ■
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Safeguarding
Microcomputers
andLANs
Eac h operating syste m is a
gateway, and e ach gateway
must be secured.
U Q O
Q C1 n

BY DAMES HALL AND MARILYN MAGEE GREENSTEIN

If an unauthorized user gains access to any of the transaction processing data, theft of assets or tampering with
data, such as order amounts or delivery dates, could result
and cause significantfinancial and operational problems.
The risks of unauthorized access, theft, and destruction
are rooted in the features that characterize the microcomputer environment and distinguish it from the more secure
environment of the mainframe. Most users view these features as benefits but do not realize they are a double -edged
sword. What makes the microcomputing environment so
easy to work with also makes it vulnerable to security
problems. In general, microcomputer systems:

he burgeoning use of the PC in the office has created
unique control and security problems for accountants
and auditors. Increasingly, companies are allowing
users to download accounting information to personal computers. Further, transactions input into stand -alone microcomputers or laptops then are uploaded to a host computer
in the organization for additional processing. In companies
of all sizes, critical data are stored on stand -alone microcomputers, laptops, or local area network (LAN) servers,
and, if not properly safeguarded, these same data may
be exposed to unauthorized access, theft, or accidental
destruction.
Control procedures need to be in place and to be enforced. If the integrity of the internal controls is compromised, controllers, managers, and accountants will be faced
with the following serious questions:

• Are relatively simple to operate and to program and do
not require extensive professional training to operate.
• Frequently are operated by end -users rather than by independent systems specialists.
• Usually employ interactive data processing rather than
batch processing.
• Typically run commercial software applications designed to minimize effort. Data usually are entered by
the end -user department and may be uploaded to a
mainframe or network server for further processing.
• Often are used to access data on mainframe systems
that are downloaded for local processing.
• Allow users to develop their own software (for example,
spreadsheets and databases) so they can achieve greater
flexibility.

• Are the assets of the company safe?
• Are the accounting records accurate?
• Is the company operating efficiently?

Further, the wide range of PC suppliers is responsible for
an equally wide variation in quality and reliability that
could result in unintentional destruction of data.

T
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There are two general areas of risk in the microcomputing environment— access and backup. We will look at the
nature of these threats and some currently available software and hardware solutions.

ACCESS—THEMICROCOMPUTER
ENVIRONMENT

In both mainframe and minicomputer environments the
computer's operating system is an important element of
the internal control structure. As multiuser systems, these
operating systems are designed to provide the necessary
separation among individual users and to permit access to
data and programs by authorized users only. A crucial benefit of multiuser operating systems is that unauthorized
access can be impeded.
Unlike mainframes, however, microcomputers provide
only limited access control. The reason is inherent in the
philosophy behind the design of microcomputer operating
systems. Intended primarily as a single -user system, the
microcomputer is designed to make computer usage easy —
the system facilitates access to data rather than restricting
it. This philosophy, while necessary to promote end -user
computing, is at odds with control objectives. The data contained on microcomputers that are shared by multiple
users or exposed to unauthorized use are at greatest risk.
Once a computer criminal gains access to the user's microcomputer, little or nothing can be done to prevent that per-

PC AccessControlSoftware
AXENT Technologies, Inc.
DOS, Windows/MPW,DES, PE
2400 Research Blvd., Suite 200
Rockville, MD 20850
(800) 298 -2620
http: / /www.axent.com

PC- Guardian
DOS, Windows/PW, PE, DES
1133 East Francisco Blvd, Suite D
San Rafael, CA 94901
(800) 288 -8126
http: / /vvww.peguardiai).com

Azalea Software, Inc.
DOS, Windows/PE
PO Box16745
Seattle, WA 98116 -0745
1 (800) ENCRYPT
http: / /www,encryption.com

Sentry Software Corp.
DOS, Windows /PW, DES
637 West Wagner Court
Gilbert, AZ 85233
(800) 279 -5625
http: / /www.sentrysw.com

Kent-Marsh Ltd.
DOS, Windows, Macintosh /PW, ME
3260 Sid Ross Street
Houston, TX 77098
1800) 325 -3587
http: / /www.ketitmarsh.com

Symantec
DOS, Windows, Macintosh /PW,
DES, PE
175 West Broadway
Eugene, OR 97401
(800) 441 -7234
http: / /www.symantec.com

Mergent
DOS,OS2, Windows /MPW, PE
70 Inwood Road
Rocky Hill, CT 06067
{203) 257 -4223
littp: / /www.mergent.com

PC Dynamics, Inc.
DOS, Windows/PW, DES, PE
31332 Via Colinas, Suite l02
West Lake Village, CA 91362
I
m
u
l
o
p
(800) 888-1741
/www,pcdynamics.com
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Data encryption. A popular security technique for rendering stolen data useless is data encryption. Encryption is
created by a program that transforms uncoded (cleartext)
data into a coded (ciphertext) form. To prevent a computer
criminal from decoding the ciphertext, the user provides
the encryption program with a password called the encryption key. Without the password, the data cannot be deciphered. The ciphertext then can be mailed on a floppy disk,
transmitted electronically, or stored on the hard drive of
the microcomputer for future use. If the coded data are intercepted or stolen, they must be decoded to be useful to the
thief.
A commonly used method of encryption is the Data Encryption Standard (DES). A variation of the DES technique
is to use double encryption. The cleartext message undergoes the encryption process twice, using two different
keys, which greatly reduces the possibility of breaking the
cipher.
A major concern to a user considering encryption is the
problem of forgetting the key. If the encryption key is lost,
can coded data be recovered? In the worst case scenario,
the answer is no —they can't be decoded. Some vendor
products, however, provide for a secure encryption -key file
that contains each user's password. This file is encrypted
itself and password controlled. Access to it must be administered by a corporate security officer.
Multilevel password control. In microcomputer environments, particularly those of small companies, employees
have access to multiple applications. For example, an individual often has access to programs and data for two or
more incompatible tasks such as sales order processing,
cash receipts, billing and invoicing, cash disbursements,
and general ledger posting. This widespread access exposes the organization to fraud and undetected errors.
Multilevel password control can provide an effective segregation of incompatible functions where no physical segregation is possible. It can restrict employees who share
the same computers to specific directories, programs, and
data files. Stored authorization tables can further limit an
individual's access to read -only, data input, data modification, and data deletion capabilities. While not a substitute
for effective employee supervision, multilevel password
control can greatly enhance even a small organization's
control environment.

Vasco Data Security
DOS, Windows/PW, PE
1919 South Highland Avenue
Lombard, IL 60148
(708) 932 -8844
http: /Iwww.vdsi.com

Micah Development Corp.
DOS, Windows/PW, DES
955 Mass Ave., Suite 365
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 641 -1500
,http: / /www,micah.com

son from stealing or manipulating the data contained
therein. The sidebar titled "PC Access Control Software"
presents some software products that provide solutions to
this problem. Their primary features and related control
issues are discussed next.

Al m, .

Disk locking.Software disk locks are programs that prevent unauthorized individuals from accessing the hard
disk or floppy disk drive of a personal computer. Some data access controls are activated when the computer is booted from the hard drive, but a computer criminal can circumvent these controls by getting the computer to boot
from a floppy drive. Thus, the operating system residing on
the hard drive remains dormant, and the perpetrator can
load another operating system into memory, one that does

business.
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Face it, your success is no
accident. You didn't get to this
point by being just litre everyone
else. Doing just like everyone else.
Or

malting the same choices as

everyone else. Maybe you ought
to consider The Quiet Company,
NorthwesternMutual Life. You'll
find yourself dealing with a professional who knows the value of
hard work and the need to protect
its rewards. An agent who's part
of the best sales force in the
country. You'll find a company
that has always received the highest possible ratings from all of
the trey financial rating services.
Whenyou think about where you
and your family are headed,
choosing NorthwesternMutualLife
makes a lot of good sense.

orthw stern
utual 1 fee
The Quiet Company
Sales & Maniving Management magazinesBestSala Force Awards Honor Roll 1987, 1989, 1992, 1994.
Highest possible ratings received by Standard & Poor's, Moody's. A.M. Bat, and Duff & Phelps.
Radio Flyer is a trademarkof Radio Flyer Inc. Used with permission.
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not have data access control features. The criminal then
has unrestricted access to data and programs on the hard
disk. Consequently, one form of disk lock is a memory-resident program that prevents the computer from being booted from the floppy drive. This lock also will prevent the
floppy drive from being used to run programs, to upload data and programs to the hard disk, or to download data from
the hard disk. This form of disk lock is password controlled
so it can be disabled by an authorized user.
Risks do exist, however, with the use of software disk
locks. In the event of a hard disk failure that prevents the
computer from being booted from the hard disk, users often
can boot the computer with a system disk from floppy
drive and recover the system or at least retrieve vital data.
When a memory - resident disk lock is in place, the user also may be denied access to the floppy drive. Being unable
to boot from either drive prevents access to data and programs without removing the hard drive and reading it from
another computer. A solution to the problem is to use a
physical disk lock rather than the memory - resident type.
PC- Guardian sells its Floppy Drive Lock for about $20.
This device fits into the floppy drive like a floppy disk to
prevent its use and is secured with a physical lock and key.

formation, customer data, and financial records may be at
risk.
Access control issues can be divided into two critical areas. The first area is controlling the access of legitimate
LAN users who have different authorization levels. The
second concern is employing controls to prohibit intruders
who have no authorization to enter the LAN. A number of
security techniques are available to reduce both types of access control risks. They include password controls, data encryption, firewalls, and call -back techniques.

Passwordcontrolmethods.For many end - users, password

procedures are a nuisance. Although they can provide a degree of security, when imposed on nonsecurity- minded
users, password procedures can result in end -user behavior
that actually circumvents security. The most common
forms of this behavior include:

■ The sharing of passwords with co- workers.
■ The failure to change passwords on a frequent basis.
■ The post -it syndrome — passwords are written down and
displayed for others to see.
■ The use of simplistic passwords that a computer criminal can anticipate easily.

ACCESS- NETWORKENVIRONMENTS

A

key measure of the value of information is its availability to users. In the modern business environment,
availability increasingly involves remote access to data
through interconnected networks. But this increased reliance on networking is opening new and very serious areas of concern about unauthorized access to confidential information. As local area networks become the platform for
mission - critical applications and data, the integrity and security of the information resources increasingly are put at
risk.
Password Control and User Authentication Devices
Access Key II

Vasco Data Security,lnc.
1919 South Highland Ave
Lombard, IL 60148
18001238-2726
http://inrww.vdsi.com

Challenge /Response
method.
Two - factor or one -time
password.
PIN number optional.

SecurlD

SecuritvDynamics
One Alewife Center
Cambridge, MA 02140
(600) SECURID
http://www,sectirid.com

Two factor IPIN and
one -time password).
Stand -alone
authentication.
Used with ACE /Server.

e.g. Sottware Inc.
319 SW Washington, Suite 706
Portland. OR 97204
(503) 294 -7025

Server -based software
for scanning weak
passwo

The task of controlling access to shared data is crucial.
Often each valid user on the LAN w i l l have different access
privileges that must be observed. Further, organizations
connected to their business environment through electronic networks such as the Internet particularly are exposed
to unauthorized entry from outsiders. Without adequate
protection, companies open their doors to computer hackers, vandals, thieves, and industrial spies. Proprietary in30
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The sidebar titled "Password Control and User Authentication Devices" presents three software and hardware solutions that have been developed to deal with these problems. The products may function independently as stand -alone
packages for individual personal computers, or they may be
integrated into more complex network security packages to
serve as front -end user authentication modules.
Reusable passwords are the most common type. The user
defines the password to the system once and then reuses it
to gain future access. The quality of the security provided
by a reusable password depends on the quality of the password itself. If the password pertains to something personal
about the user, such as a child's name, pet's name, birth
date, or social security number, it may be deduced by a computer criminal. Even when nonpersonal data are used —a
pattern of keys such as a string of key strokes (A - S - D F), or the same letter used multiple times —the computer
criminal can use a frequency table to find these most common passwords very quickly. Reusable passwords that contain random letters and digits are more difficult to crack,
but they also are more difficult to remember.
Password scanning programs can reduce network vulnerability by detecting weak passwords. SmartPass from
e.g. Software is a server -based application that detects potential holes in network security by searching for known
weak passwords. The program automatically scans the network whenever a password is changed or a new user is
added. SmartPass notifies the network administrator when
weak passwords are detected, thus assuring that only
"smart" passwords are used on the network.
One -time passwords are perhaps the best long -term solution to the problem of unauthorized network access.
Under this approach, the user's network password changes
constantly. To access the network, the user must provide
both a secret, reusable ID number and the current password for that point in time. One technology used to support

Encryption mothods. Earlier we described the DES encryption method for coding stored databases. Some data that
may be stored publicly, such as employee wage and salary
rates, are sensitive and should not be accessible by internal, unauthorized users. Further, data transmitted across
networks complicate the encryption issue. Both the sender
of the data and the receiver need to know the encryption
key. As the number of individuals who need to know the
key grows, so does the chance that it will be discovered by
a computer criminal. One solution to this problem is public
key encryption.
Public key encryption uses two keys. One is for encoding
the message, and the other is for decoding it. The encoding
key is distributed to all possible users of the network. If the
key falls into the hands of a computer criminal, it can be
used only to encode data; it cannot be used for decoding.
The decoding key thus becomes the point of control. This
key is retained by the security officer and is provided only
to the user who must decode the message. Reducing the
number of individuals who know the key reduces the risk
that it will fall into the wrong hands.
Fir*wnlls. Organizations connected to the Internet or other
public networks may want to consider an electronic fire wall to insulate their network from outside intruders. A
firewall consists of both software and hardware providing a
control point for security by channeling all network con-

nections through a control gateway. In addition to closing
off the organization's network from external networks, fire walls can be used internally to insulate portions of the organization's network. For example, a LAN controlling access to financial data can be insulated from other LANs
and network elements. Some of the network security and
user authorization products presented in the sidebar titled
"Network Security and User Authorization Products" proNetwork Security and User Authorization Products
AXENT Technologies, Inc.
DOS, Windows, Windows NT, Unix,
AIX, SunOS, Novell Netware,HP/
MPW, DES, PE, FW,AT
2400 Research Blvd., Suite 200
Rockville, MD 20850
(800) 298 -2620
http: / /www.axertt.coin

Security Dynamics
Unix, HP, Digital, etc/
DPW, DES,AT, FW
One Alewife Center
Cambridge, MA 02140
(800) SECURID
http: / /www,securid.com
Telebit Corporation
LAN OS, Novell Netware/
RPW, CB, DES. AT, FW
One Executive Drive
Chelmsford, MA 01824
(800) TELEBIT
http: //www,telebit.com

IBM Information Support Center
AIX 32.5 Op System, OS /2,
DOS, Windows, LanServor, Novell
Netware/OPW, RPW DES, AT, FW
1800)426 -3333
http://wwwibm.com
Informer Data Security
DOS3
CB, DES, AT
12833Mo
Monarch Street
Grave, CA 92641
(8001860 -INFO
[8001

KEY AT (audit treiil, CB Iced back).
DES (dutaencryption standard),
FW (firewall support), OPW Ionstime password), RPW frausaltle
password].
-

n

this concept is the smart card.
Security Dynamics's SecurID is a credit card -sized device
that contains a microprocessor programmed with an algorithm that generates and displays a new, unique password
every 60 seconds. The card works in conjunction with Security Dynamics's server -based authentication software —
ACE/Server. Each user's card is synchronized to the authentication software so that at any point in time both the
card and the software generate the same password for the
same user. To access the network, the user must enter a
personal identity number (PIN) followed by the current
password displayed on the SecurID. This combined password can be used one time only. If a computer hacker intercepts the password and PIN during transmission and
attempts to use them within the one - minute time frame,
access is denied. The use of both a PIN and one -time password is called two - factor password control. This approach
provides added security. If the card should fall into the
hands of a computer criminal, the person cannot gain access without the PIN as well. (Note: PIN numbers should
be chosen "smartly.")
VASCO Data Security's Access Key II is a smart card
that works in conjunction with VASCO's ACM- ToollUt —a
LAN -based authentication system. At the user logon, the
ACM- ToolMt issues a challenge (a six- character code) that
can be scanned optically by the card or entered into the
card via its keypad. Then the card's internal algorithm generates a one -time password that is entered by the user
through the keyboard. This challenge- response method requires no expensive hardware or software at the LAN server. The ACM- ToolKit software, which is written in C for
universal compatibility, is provided free to users of Access
Key II.

vide firewall protection. There are three different firewall
approaches: screening routers, operating system -based
firewalls, and application -based firewalls.
Screening routers are hardware and software devices
that apply a set of rules to filter out would -be intruders.
They are similar to an intelligent private branch exchange
(PBX) that directs incoming calls to the correct internal receiving node. This method does not authenticate users and
usually has no audit capability. (Audit capability refers to
the ability to track user logons, the length of time logged
on, as well as applications accessed.) Screening routers are
the cheapest form of firewall, but the downside is that they
are the least secure of the three.
Operating system -based firewalls allow access to the network server operating system only. See Panel A of Figure 1.
Once access has been achieved, additional security must be
provided by the operating system. Impenetrable security
willrequire anticipating and programming for every possible risk and exposure. Under this approach, the LAN administrator must create and maintain specific security procedures such as user authentication rules and password
controls to limit access to specific files and applications
that can be reached through the operating system.
Application -based firewall products provide a high level
of preprogrammed, customizable network security. See
Panel B of Figure 1. These systems can be configured to be
virtually impenetrable, but they are very expensive.
Authorized access to applications and resources can be
enabled or disabled at specified times. If a connection
to an unauthorized service is attempted, the network
administrator can be notified immediately. Application level firewalls can implement two - factor password control
MAY 1996
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for enhanced security.

sure that access to the system is solely from authorized
terminals or telephone numbers, and they prevent an intruder from masquerading
as a legitimate user. This
method does not, however, offer protection from hackers
trying to enter the system
from the authorized user's
personal computer and regular telecommunication line.

Hardware and Software for Backup Control

Callback dffices. As we have

Arcada Software, Inc.
37 Skyline Drive
fake Mary, 32146
(800) 3ARCADA
http: / /www.arcada.cofn

seen, networks can be
equipped with security featu re s su ch as password s,

authentication devices, and
encryp tion. The common

Connected Corporation
63 Fountain Street
Framingham, MA 01701
(508)270-0000

weakness o f all th ese tech -

nologies is th at th ey im p o se
secur ity m eas u res after th e

Backup software for small
etworks (where workstation
n
pertorms backupl, and large
networks (virtual tape system).

Automatic online backup

and recovery system.

http: / /www.connected.com

criminal has connected to the
LAN server. The growing sophistication of software and
hardware intrusion devices
such as protocol analyzers

Iomega Corporation
1821 West Iomega Way
Roy, UT 64067.9917
(BOO)697-8833

Removable 3.5, 5, and 6-inch

Symantec Corporation
10201 Torre Avenue
Cupertino ,
s5o14
(800)441-7234
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BACKUPCONTROL
FORSTAND-ALONE
MICROCOMPUTERS

http://www.iomega.com
networks.

and deb u ggers may defeat
this strat egy . Man y secu rity
consultan ts feel th at th e key
to ne two r k se cu rity is to p ro h ib it th e in tru d er f ro m ever
gaining access to the LAN.
A callb ack d evice re q u ires th e d ial -in u s e r t o e n t e r a
password and b e id en tified b y th e sy stem . Th e sy stem then
breaks th e co n n e ctio n to p erfo r m u se r au t h en ticatio n. If
the caller is au tho rized , th e callback device d ials the
caller's p reau th o rized n u m b er to estab lish a n ew co n nection. For u sers in tran sit, tem p o rarily au tho rized n u m bers
can be establish ed b y so m e system s. Callb ack d evices en-

T o preserve the integrity of

mission - critical d a t a and
program s, organizations need form al procedures. Adequate
backup of critical files is more difficult to achieve in sim ple
com pu ter conf igur atio ns t han it is in sop hist icat ed e nvironm ents. In mainframe and network environm ents, backup is controlled autom a tically by the operating system
through specialized software and hardware. Further, these
system s typically are operated by trained system s professionals who are well versed in the need for backup procedures. In stand -alone m icrocomputer system s, the burden
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of providing backup rests on the end user. Often because of lack of computer experience, users fail to appreciate,
until it is too late, the importance of
backup procedures.
Computer failure, usually hard disk
failure, is the primary cause of significant data loss in the stand -alone microcomputer. If the hard drive fails, it
may be impossible to recover data
stored on the disk . Formal procedures
for making backup copies of critical
data (and program ) files can reduce
this threat considerably. A number of
options are available for dealing with
this problem. (See sidebar titled
"Hardware and Software for Backup
Control.")
Floppy disk backup. Smaller files can
be backed up to floppy disks at routine periods during processing and
stored away from the computer. In the
event of a microcomputer failure, the
data file can be reconstructed from
the backup disks. But backup requires a conscious, scheduled effort on
the part of the user. Failure to back up
data even one time can result in their
loss.
Dual Internal hard drives. N icrocomputers can be configured with two
physical internal hard disks. One disk
can be used to store production data,
while the other stores the backup
files. A batch program, which can be
run prior to or immediately after each
data processing session , can copy the
data file to the backup disk. Thus
backup is almost transparent to the
user and involves a minimum amount
of effort . This technique is useful for
the backup of large files that cannot
be stored effectively on floppy disks. If
either of the internal hard drives
fails, the data files can be retrieved
from the other.
External hard dries. A popular backup option is the external hard drive
with removable disk cartridge. These
come in 3 .5- and five -inch versions
and can store between 100 megabytes
and one gigabyte of data per cartridge. When a cartridge is filled, the
user can remove it and insert a new
one. Removable drives offer the advantages of unlimited storage capacity, portability, and physical security.
This technology does not materially

Imaginewhatitwouldbeliketohaveallthefinancialinformationyouneedat
yourfingertips exactlywhenyouneedit. How much more productive
couldyoubeifallyouraccountingfunctionswereseamlesslyintegratedwith
Microsoft" Office providing you with unlimited views of your financial
dataandpaperless workflow?Could youfunctionmoreefficientlyifyour
accountingpackagecould be easily integrated with thirdpartypackages?
WithVisionShiffAccounting,yougetthisrobustfunctionalityandmore.
VisionShiff Accounting provides you with a whole new wayto work.
It'ssoflexible,itcanbeusedinanyindustry.BuiltexclusivelywithMicrosoft
tools for BackGffice, VisionShift Accounting combines advanced
client /server technology with superior tools in order to put information
immediatelyinthe hands ofkeydecisionmakers.

Call today for more information.

8131878-7867
vsinfo@geac.com

http ://www.geac.com /vs/
Resellers/Dealers call GaryVigneau, National SalesManager8131872 -9990.
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degrade computer performance.
With an average data access time
of 17 milliseconds, external drives
compare favorably with internal
hard drives, whose access time averages about 10 milliseconds.
Dual external drives can be used
to store both production and backup
files. By using two separate drives,
backup can be performed automatically before, during, or after the data processing session. The user does
not have to physically switch cartridges and consciously perform the
backup procedure, so the chance for
human error is reduced. Also, with
both versions of the data file residing on external drives, access control is improved. Both the backup
and the original can be removed and
stored in separate locations away
from the microcomputer.
Tape backup devices. The most
common type of backup device for
microcomputers is magnetic tape.
These tapes may be internal or external devices, and they provide
efficient and very inexpensive
backup. A single workstation can
be equipped for about $200 to
$400. In normal backup mode, a
single tape can store about 1.6
gigabytes of data. In compressed
mode, the same tape can store up
to 3.2 gigabytes.

BACKUPCONTROL
FORNETWORKS

D

ata backup in networks can be
accomplished in several ways depending on the network's complexity. In small networks, a single workstation may be assigned the backup
and restore functions for the other
nodes. As networks are expanded to
include more nodes and to support
increased data sharing, backup usually is assigned at the network server level. Enterprise -level networks
can be very large and include multiple servers. In this environment,
backup may be allocated among
several servers because a server
failure in a single -server environment could spell disaster for the organization. In enterprise -level networks, organization management
must be able to monitor and control
backup procedures centrally.
36
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Substitution codes have been used for thousands
of years. With them, you let one letter stand for another. Today, hiding a message using simple substitution is not sufficient because, as viewers of
"Wheel of Fortune" soon learn, the most commonly
used letters are e, % a, o, and n (in order), and the
most common combinations are th and he. Simple
substitution produces ciphertext that is vulnerable
to guessing.
If the numbers associated with the key to cipher text can be made more complicated (as it was during World War II with the Enigma code machines, or
as it can be by the PC on your desk today), the message might be more difficult to crack. In simple substitution there is one number (n) as in A is changed
to B, B is changed to C (n =1). Guessing would involve 25 possible values (letters) of the key n. Increase the number of possible keys, and the difficulty increases.
What about using a sequence of numbers that replace letters a specified number of positions down
the alphabet? A sequence 3, 1, 7 would code the
plaintext THE to the ciphertext WIL. If the key is 10
numbers long, the first number in the key (here 3)
would shift all letters in the message that are in position 1, 11, 21, and so on, three spaces down. The
second number (one) would shift letters 2, 12, 22,
and so on. It sounds like an improvement, but this
kind of coding is still subject to guessing and known
plain -text attack.
The numbers and formulas used in modern ciphertext and keys, however, have become truly impressive. DES (Data Encryption Standard) has been
the government's official standard since 1976. DES
uses a 56 -bit key. The total number of substitution
combinations using this key is 2 to the 56th power. A
computer trying one million combinations per second would take 1,000 years to try all the combinations DES makes possible with its formula. The RSA
public key system is even more complicated because it uses the problem of factoring very large
numbers into prime numbers. In 1994, an international group of more than 600 volunteers using 1,500
computers took eight months to crack a key based
on a 129 -digit number on RSA. The estimated
machine time was between 100,000 and 1,000,000
machine instructions per second /years. The encoded message was, "The words are squeamish
ossifrages."
As the mathematical complications compete with
the frantic growth of machine power, the question of
uncrackable ciphertext becomes more vague. If the
keys are constantly and randomly changed, there is
no reason why a system like DES should not serve
us well, now, and into at least some part of the
uncertain future.

Restricting access to backup
files in enterprise -level networks
is a control issue requiring specific attention. The organization's
backup data are exposed to the
same access threats as the data
that are currently being processed. Many backup products
provide access control features,
such as encryption and password
management, similar to those we
discussed earlier. At the least,
user management should ensure
that the backup management
system under consideration is
compatible with a network's existing access control features.
Finally, in enterprise -level networks, backup redundancy is advisable. Some top -end products
permit dynamic allocation of
backup devices and automatic notification of backup status. If an
assigned backup device fails, the
data automatically are routed to
a working device. The backup
management system immediately notifies the network administrator of the failure via e-mail or
pager, and he o r sh e t hen can
remedy the failure.
Ensuring that accounting
records are accurate, complete,
and reliable is vital. The ever -increasing use of personal computers, LANs, and the Internet is
making the task of preserving the
integrity and safety of critical data more difficult. To assure absolute security would require absolute secrecy, and data available
to no one are useless to everyone.
Balances between access and control and between prevention of
loss and convenience of operation
need to be designed into both
microcomputer and mainframe
environments. ■

James Hall, Ph.D., is an associate professor of accounting at Lehigh University,
Bethlehem, Pa. He can be reached at (610)
758 -4446.
Marilyn Magee Greenstein, Ph.D., is
an assistant professor of accounting at
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa. She
can be reached at (610) 758 -3457.
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TM1I' is the proven OLAP environment
that sets you free to develop creative
new insights — even under pressure.
And that leads to better decisions in
enterprise budgeting, forecasting and
reporting — in far less time.
We call it Insight on Demand:"
Users call it a "godsend." Here's why:

Your business runs on ideas,
not just data.
TM1 works the way you think.
In business terms. Dynamically.
Multidimensionally. Collaboratively.
And fast. You continue to access
data in the same familiar ways,
including Excel® or Lotus" spreadsheets. But now, they take on new
meaning. You see relationships that
were hidden before. Find answers
based on the bes t and lates t data,
right up to the last minute.

Spend more time creating,
less time waiting.
TM1 works at the speed of thought.
As fast as your business changes, you
know the impact. Make a change,
see the effect. Instantly. Test dozens
of pricing scenarios, gauge the consequences of every budget option, get vital
results — now. You can charge ahead
to explore more creative solutions in
a fraction of the time. You gain a vital
strategic advantage by making more
insightful decisions at unmatched speed.

Go to extremes.
From enterprise -wide
solutions to your laptop.
TM1 works on any scale you need
— wherever you need it. Draw on
live data from across the enterprise.
Develop complex models on your desktop. Then deploy them enterprise -wide.
Circle No. 22

The price of freedom is surprisingly low.
You can even carry a model of your entire
corporation on a notebook computer,
because insights can occur anywhere.

Take the TMi Challenge.
In your company, on your data.
Call 1 800 822 -1596.
Put TM1 to work for you for 30 days
— at no risk. Com pare TM1 to
Arbor or other OLAP software. W e're
sure you'll w ant to join the 13,000
passionate users worldwide who've
been liberated by TM1. Call today
for details -1 800 822.1596. Or visit
our internet site — http: / /www.tml.com
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Controlling

Internal controls ensure that only the luck3
BY JOHN R. MILLS, CPA
magine issuing a purchase order
every time you rolled the dice at a
craps table!
Twenty -one states now have casino
gambling operations within their
borders, including 11 owned by
Native American groups. The glitter
and excitement of an expanding
gambling industry attract more and
more patrons hoping to strike it rich,
but they also encourage some risk
takers to try and beat the odds —
illegally. This larcenous tendency
creates an accountant's nightmare
because of the lack of traditional
source documents in the gaming
industry.
Thanks to the required accounting
documentation that is standard business practice, internal controls are
relatively simple for most companies.
But a business that deals mainly in
cash transactions has to install and
implement unique safeguards to forestall theft. Out of necessity, the gaming industry has been a pioneer in
establishing control standards for
cash basis industries.
A review of the types of controls
that have been implemented in the
gaming industry offers general
guidelines for other cash -based
enterprises. The accounting and control practices described here are
based on the control standards
implemented in Nevada, but most
other gaming jurisdictions also have
issued control standards that incorporate the Nevada model.
The Nevada Gaming Control
Board has held down staff and
expenditures by the implementation
of minimum internal control standards (MICS) for the gaming industry.' The Board has followed up this
policy by implementing minimum
external audit compliance testing of
the MICS.2 Such an approach places
38
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a large amount of the compliance
requirements on internal audit staffs
and their external audit CPAs.

NOWCASINOSCONTROLCASH

J ohn B. Gambler sits down at a
blackjack table, pulls out a $100 bill,
and asks for chips. The dealer exchanges the $100 bill for $100 of
chips and stuffs the $100 bill into a
slotted box. At the end ofthe shift, a
drop team exchanges the drop box
containing the $100 bill for an empty
drop box to be used by the next shift.
This box is then taken to the "soft
count room" and is locked up until a
count team comes in, usually in the
morning. The soft count team empties
the table drop boxes and
records the amount of the
drop on a table summary
sheet. The money is turned
over to the cashier, and the
table games summary sheet
is given to the accounting
department where it is
reviewed and entered into
the system as gaming
revenues.
The scenario above is
repeated millions of times,
and it capsules the basic
elements of control for the
gaming industry. Casino
managers rely on physical
controls (lock boxes), human
(several individuals witnessing transactions) controls,
and some traditional document controls.
Paper controls leave a
trail of documentary evidence that can be tested
for compliance by the
inspection of transaction
documents and records

along with appropriate signatures
and stamps. Physical safeguards
such as safes and cashiers' cages provide self - evident controls. People controls represent activities such as
supervision or accountability for
transactions.
The table games revenue recognition process outlined in the illustration above (it's the same for slot
machines) passes through many
hands before it actually is recorded,
providing many opportunities for
skimming those cash flows. Before
minimal controls were put in place,
funds, in fact, did disappear. The simplest scams ranged from the guards
pulling cash out of the drop boxes
before the boxes reached the count

In casino games like roulette (above), house take is protecte

0

sh inCasinos

walk away with cash.
room to the count team members
slipping cash into their own pockets.
In other instances, the pit boss or
dealer palmed chips from the table
and cashed them later at the
cashier's cage, or the cashier would
accept the cash from the count team
and then change the document numbers for some lesser amount while
pocketing the difference.

PHYSICALCONTROLS

P

hysical controls are designed to
limit access in a casino to those
areas that have cash and chips or
where cash and chips are stored: the
playing tables, drop boxes, count
rooms, and the cashier or vault. Con-

rith strict internal controls.

trols are implemented by limiting
access to the areas by locks and keys
and limiting access to the keys.
The drop box keys, the count room
keys, and the drop box cabinet keys
are maintained by a department
independent of the gaming department. Because the cashier's cage is
centrally located, the most common
place for control over these keys is
the cashier's cage. The keys are .contained in a locked box that is securely attached and clearly visible within
the cashier's cage with access limited
to those persons specified in writing.
Signature cards for each employee
with signature authority must be on
file and verified before access is
allowed to the appropriate key. A
keys control log is maintained to substantiate control over the keys.
When players exchange
cash for chips, the currency
is inserted into a locked container called a drop box,
which has two locks. The
first lock secures the drop
box to the table, and when it
is removed, a panel automatically slides across the
entry slot. The second key
opens the hinged side of the
box so that the contents of
the box may be examined
and counted. Access to the
first key is limited to the
drop team personnel, while
access to the second key is
limited to the count team
personnel.
Many casinos use a drop
box cart that can be locked,
preventing access to the
drop boxes until the count
team opens the drop box
cart. This procedure was
instituted because members

of the drop team were able to find
ingenious means for opening the
drop box and removing cash before
the boxes reached the count room.
Cameras are located in all casino
areas where cash transactions take
place, and these cameras are capable
of focusing on specific tables and
zooming in to identify cards and bets.
The cameras are monitored by a surveillance team that pays extra attention to an area when a gaming
supervisor notices suspicious actions
by a dealer or a player.
Ubiquitous cameras also track the
drop team from the time it picks up
the cash until it is delivered to the
count rooms. Controls in the count
room usually consist of several cameras that pan the room from different angles and one -way mirrors for
closeup observations.

PEOPLEANDPAPERCONTROLS

S trict procedures controlling the
actions of casino employees who handle cash require the use of two or
more people involved in a transaction and a separation of duties of
these personnel. These procedures
come into play in three places where
exchanges or counting of funds take
place that require people verification:
the cashier's cage, tables area, and
count room.
The most common casino transaction between departments is transfers between the cage and the gaming area. "Table fills" refer to the
transfer of chips from the casino cage
to the gaming table, while "table
credits" reflect the removal of the
excessive chips from a gaming table
by transferring the chips to the casino cage. In this process three different departments — cashier, security,
and gaming —handle the chips.
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When the cashier receives notice
that the pit needs chips, the cashier
gathers the proper amount, fills out
a three -part copy, signs all three
copies of the fill/credit slip, and then
gives it to the security person to
deliver to the pit. The security person, in turn, verifies the amount of
the chips and compares it to the
fill/credit slip and signs all three
parts of the fill/credit slip in the
presence of the cashier.
Then the cashier gives the security
person the first copy of the fill/credit
slip and the actual fill chips to take
back to the proper table. When the
security person gives the chips and
the slip to the gaming supervisor, he
verifies the fill and compares it to
the fill/credit slip. The gaming supervisor accompanied by the security
person takes the items to the table
designated on the fill/credit slip. The
pit supervisor signs the slip in the
presence of the dealer, who counts
the amount of the fill, puts the chips
on the table tray, and signs the fill
slip. The dealer then drops the fill
slip into the table drop box.
This process involves four individuals who verify that the fill/credit
slip agrees with a fiscal count of the
chips and that these chips have been
transferred successfully. Their signatures on the transfer slip attest to
the transfer. There is additional verification when accounting personnel
review all three copies for agreement
on dollar amounts.

THECOUNTINGROOM

T he transfer of cash from the gaming area to the count room has
received the most emphasis in terms
of minimum internal controls. There
is no actual paper documentation
from the time players make their
cash exchange until the count team
does an actual count in the count
room. Both physical and human controls must be monitored properly to
provide assurance of the reasonableness of the actual count when the
cash is moved to the count room.
Most gaming jurisdictions, for
example, require each casino to specify in writing to the gaming regulatory agencies the time that actual
table and slot drops take place. This
procedure allows the gaming agen40
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asinos do not allow dealers to wear
shirts with French cuffs because it is
too easy to slip a chip into them. Many
casinos require dealers to wear bibs
to prevent them from slipping cash or
coins into their pockets. Hard and soft
count room personnel are required to
wear coveralls with no pockets.

cies as well as internal and external
auditors to verify that proper procedures are being followed. These
groups usually test the procedures
for compliance on a surprise basis.
Slot drops usually are performed
once a day, early in the morning
when there is the least amount of
patron traffic. Table drops are done
on a shift basis and take place at the
end of a casino's designated shift.
The drop team includes the drop
team leader and one or two security
guards. Casinos routinely assign different combinations of security
guards to the drop box team so that
the same people rarely will be
teamed together. This policy reduces
the likelihood that a team of guards
will attempt to steal from the drop
boxes. The use of several persons on
the drop team along with surveillance and the drop box cart have
reduced opportunities for theft.
One very effective control procedure ensures that no one individual
can gain access to the count room.
All the count team must be present
before access is given, and once the
count team is in the count room no
one else can come into or leave the
count room. Reasoning that the more
employees involved in the count procedure, the less likely the opportunity for collusion, casinos require the
soft count to be performed by a minimum of three persons. The soft count
team cannot consist of the same
members as the drop team, and some
casinos even have different count
teams for each count.
In the counting room the drop boxes are emptied onto the table. Standard procedures require that a second person verify that a drop box is
emptied completely. The cash contents are stacked in the center of the
count table before sorting. One mem-

ber of the team then sorts all the
currency by denomination. The
stacks of currency are then counted
and recorded on the soft count document by a second count team member —the recorder. The count is
recorded on the count sheet in ink or
other permanent form of recording.
A third count team member counts
the currency and compares the result
to the figures on the soft count card.
If the two amounts agree, the
amount for that drop box and table is
recorded on the master games sheet.
After the master games sheet has
been reconciled, all members of the
count team attest by signature to the
accuracy of the games drop count.
Three verifying signatures on the
count sheet are adequate if all additional count team personnel sign a
supplement document indicating
their involvement in the count
process. All monies and money equivalents that were counted are turned
over to the cage cashier, who is independent of the count team, or to an
individual independent of the revenue generation and the count
process for verification. The cage
cashier certifies by signature as to
the accuracy of monies delivered and
received.
Cash -based industries lack proper
documentation of revenue - generating
transactions. As a result, greater
reliance must be placed on other controls such as people and physical
controls. The casino industry has
developed a series of minimum procedures and standards along with
compliance tests that can be developed and implemented in other
cash -based industries. A management accountant with a thorough
grasp of these cash controls can be
an extremely valuable asset who
can improve, as well as control, an
operation that is basically a cash
enterprise. ■
John R. Mills, CPA, is a professor, Accounting and Information Systems Dept., College of
Business Administration, University of Nevada,
Reno, Nev. This article was submitted through
the Reno Chapter, of which he is a member. He
can be contacted at (702) 784 -6884.
'Minimum Internal Control Standards for Group I and
Group N Licensees,Nevada Gaming Control Board,
State of Nevada, 1991.
2

1ndependent accountant M.I.C.S. Compliance Questionnaire for Group I and Group N Licensees,Nevada
Gaming Control Board, State of Nevada, 1992.
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Microsoft:
Too ling the
I nformation Age
Hi gh -t e c h wi zar dry , c re at i v e pa rt ne rshi ps, and
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suc c e s s f or t h i s so f t war e g i an t .

John Connors,
Corporate Controller, Microsoft

BY KATHY WILLIAMS AND
JAMES HART
wo years ago Microsoft
had no consolidated
sales information system that was credible anywhere in the world. It took
13 days to close the books,
and P &Ls were produced
locally but were not accessible centrally. Microsoft?
Yes, says Corporate Controller John Connors. The
company was growing so
rapidly and was so busy
churning out inventive software for a diverse group of
markets and trying to keep
its customers happy that it
couldn't slow down enough
to see what was happening
internally. Before the domi-

no effect could set in, Bill
Gates reorganized the entire company. "Today," Connors notes, "we're close to
having among the best integrated financial systems in
the world across all of our
finance disciplines."
He advises that other
controllers should heed the
lesson Microsoft learned.
Companies and controllers
who buy into the new technologies, harness their creative energies, and transform numbers into
strategies are the ones who
are going to reach the top.
Along the way, they have to
focus constantly on their financial information structure, making sure it's secure and functional.
Q� �Before�we�get�Microsoft's story, could you tell us
how you ended up there?
I was studying pre -law at
the University of Montana
but switched to accounting
after I took a course. After
college I joined Deloitte,

Haskins & Sells [now Deloitte & Touche] in Seattle.
A few companies later I
ended up in Los Angeles,
where I met my wife. When
we decided to start a family,
she made it clear she didn't
want to raise children
there. She's from Bellevue,
Wash. So I started looking
for a job in Seattle, hoping
to find a controller /CFO job.
I joined Microsoft in 1989,
working for the North
American controller.
Soon I was recruited to
work in the Systems Software Development Division— Windows, DOS, networking products, and
language products. I ended
up [in 1990] in a small
group that reported to
Steve Balmer, who has been
my mentor since then. I
worked on a whole range of
things, from managing the
HR process to planning
some licensing deals. I was
a generalist, doing whatever Steve wanted me to
work on.

In 1992, Bill Gates reorganized the top executive
ranks and formed what we
affectionately call the
BOOP —which is Bill and
the office of the President —
Bill and three top executives that run Sales and
Support, Products, and Operations, all the operating
groups. Steve became head
of Sales and Support, where
he remains today. I moved
over with him and worked
on a broad range of projects, some of which were
the early stages of a lot of
the work that Scott's [Scott
Boggs, assistant corporate
controller] accomplished
with the sales systems, the
P &Ls, budgeting processes,
account licensing.
During late '92 we entered
Europe. We gained market
share for our applications
earlier in Europe than in the
U.S., but we started worrying
that our market share there
could be threatened by crazy
pricing on the part of our
competitors. We decided to
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consolidate our European
business, which meant shutting down some warehouse
and operation functions and
individual subsidiaries and
transferring them to Ireland.
In January 1993 I moved
to Paris to work in the European headquarters as the
director of operations,
which meant chief of staff
for the person who ran Europe. I was supposed to be
there two years, but about
five months after I started,
Mike Brown, our current
CFO, recruited me to come
back. I became general
manager of accounting services, financial operations.
It was our core transaction
process —sales processes,
cost accounting, etc. The
area needed a great deal of
work. The company had
grown really fast, and we
didn't have the level of
management or systems or
processes we needed. We reorganized, and that's where
Scott and I started working
together closely because
Scott got the enviable job of
fixing our sales processes. A
hard few months is the best
way to describe it because
the company was growing
like crazy, we were adding
geographies all over the
world, and we didn't have
good sales information.
Without good sales information you can't make good
pricing decisions and on
and on. In March 1994 we
reorganized the entire company. I became the corporate controller, and Scott
became assistant corporate
controller. That's where we
are today. The last two
years have been the longest
I've been in a single job at
Microsoft.

zation, we're incredibly successful at being a meritocracy. It doesn't matter how long
you've been with the company. If people think you add
value, you get more responsibility. As for the controller's
job... many people perceive
that I have all these reports
in front of me that I take
care of The way I look at it,
the controller's principal job
is providing the information
that the business needs to
make good decisions. Within
that context you have to have
a certain amount of internal
control and a certain amount
of GAAP...but the real purpose is getting the information that managers need to
do their jobs better, whether
that's in sales and marketing, research and development, in the support groups,
or operations.
When I think of that as
the vision, the next question is, "How do you develop
the core processes and core
information technology to
produce information in a
cost effective way ?" If you're
a support group at Microsoft, it's hard to get additional staff. When we
benchmark the amount of
head count we have in finance vis a via any other
major company, we are way
lower in terms of total
number of people. You either figure out how to do a
job effectively, or it doesn't
get done. I probably spend
50% to 60% of my time on
processes and new information systems or enhancements to current information systems. That means
the role of an information
group or a CIO versus a financial person is getting
more blurred all the time.

Q.How does your career

Q. Would you talk about

At Microsoft we have no
structured career planning or
tracking. For a large organi-

We're fortunate at Micro-

experience relate to that
of other controllers?
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that in the context of the
future, the past, the
present... where you think
that's going?
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soft to be in a position
where we can recruit talented people. When you're
doing well, people are interested in joining you. As a
result of good recruiting efforts we have in the finance
group 10 incredibly strong
people who came from public accounting or from organizations like Andersen
Consulting, who are passionate about technology,
and who really understand
processes. They work effectively in a Microsoft environment in that they are
assertive people and remove the obstacles that get
in their way and don't wait
for their manager to do it.
As a result, we developed
many solutions that have
been embraced around the
world, and we were able to
accomplish that with minimal IT development support. The IT support for
rolling those applications
out around the world, for
supporting those applications, and for connecting us
into the network was invaluable and was a critical
part of the success. But the
actual sitting down, understanding SQL server, understanding Excel, understanding Visual Basic —we
were able to do that within
our group.
Technology shouldn't be
centralized and controlled
by IT if other groups can do
a more effective, quicker,
cheaper job. We're finding a
number of talented people
we didn't even know existed
because we had so many
layers of managers and analysts and what not. Our
goal is to have the fewest
number of management
layers possible and have
the people that do the work
make the decisions about
what we should do. If
they're wrong, then strong
managers have to make
sure they're on track or
take the attacks for doing

things the wrong way. But
we want to remove the
number of management
layers in every process as
much as possible.
Also, five to 10 years ago
the roles of finance and IT
were relatively well defined
and significantly different.
IT ran the mainframes and
sat in the computer room
and wrote code. The finance
people who needed information had to ask IT for it.
There was quite a time lag
and information lag there.
Now, tools and technology
are getting much easier for
the non -IT professional to
use, and the finance people
are becoming more proficient in IT kinds of skills
and technologies. Five years
from now finance people
will have technical skills
and backgrounds, and this
traditional IT /finance role
will disappear. The people
in our group aren't traditional accountants in the
way a lot of traditional accounting people think about
accountants.

Q.

You mentioned another
interesting issue—working
for Bill Gates. How does he
affect your view of your job?
Bill and Steve Balmer, the
two instrumental guys in
Microsoft, set the tone of
never resting on their laurels. They're constantly focusing on the things we do
poorly or need to improve.
It isn't often you get a compliment for doing something well. An example is
the incredible effort Scott
led to get our sales process
developed. Bill never sent
mail to any of us saying,
"This is great. This is so
much better." Scott felt good
when he saw it mentioned
in Bill's book, The Road
Ahead.
Similarly, every year we
have a planning review for
every single business in the
world, and then we do a
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mid -year review. After we
completed our mid -year reviews, the channel controller who works for me
traveled to Europe with
Steve. Steve commented
offhandedly one day, "This
accounting stuff isn't nearly
as screwed up as it used to
be. Maybe in the future
well just put the numbers
in the appendix and focus
only on strategy." That
means we're doing a good
job. Employees don't get a
lot of accolades. You just
need to know you're doing a
good job.
Also, as I mentioned earlier, they are hard core
about adding head count. If
you asked for one extra person, they would challenge
you: "You guys obviously
aren't being efficient, or
you're obviously not doing a
very good job. If you have to
add these people you
haven't thought creatively
about what you want to do."
But that's the tone of the
company —we can always
do better. Microsoft wants
to avoid the experience of
other high -tech companies
that have grown too aggressively, and whose sales
plans haven't panned out,
and they have had to lay
people off. We don't want to
overreach.

Q.Could you talk about connectivity as you were referencing it earlier that you see
in relationship to controllers
and their function?
It's amazing how quickly
people are realizing how
easy it is to get connected.
Within our company, as
we grow, as we get more
complex, as we get into different lines of business, the
only way well be efficient
and effective running that
large of an enterprise is if
we continue to improve our
communication. Steve
Balmer probably would say
the single biggest issue he

sees in the sales world is
communicating — having a
common message, making
all presentations the same,
getting Hong Kong's best
practice to Mexico or Brazil.
Sixty -five people from
around the company are devoted full -time to improving
our internal Web site and
providing content.
From an Internet perspective or business -tobusiness perspective, most
companies are focused on
how to sell on the Internet,
how to generate revenue
from the Internet. But
many people don't see that
they can cut costs with
more effective communication. Take our online management P &Ls. In 1994, we
produced 350,000 hard copy
reports that we distributed
throughout the world within Microsoft. Our goal was
to be able to do it electronically. Now an electronic
P &L is a standard management report at Microsoft.
We create them on a
monthly basis as part of
our close. Twelve workbooks replace 350,000 reports, and we're able to
have them updated and
available around the world
within 15 minutes of our
GL close.
We also have a finance
Web site on our internal
net. Our Microsoft Finance
Home Page allows someone
to get financial information
without having to know
names of Excel files or
where they might reside in
the various parts of the
company. If I'm interested
in financial statements, I
can select financial statements, hyper -link into a
particular P &L from anywhere in the world, and, if I
wanted to know more about
a revenue adjustment line,
I can go to Microsoft Accounting Policies, where we
distribute worldwide what
our policies are.

Q.What about financial
reporting on the Web?
Are you doing that?

All of our external information is published on our external Web site. Five years
from now it would be very
surprising if anybody would
call a company to get a
hard copy of its annual report, 10K, or 10Q. Somebody is going to figure out
how to take the SEC
EDGAR documentation, put
it in a database, pay them a
licensing fee, and make it
very easy to access that information, do trend analysis, correlations. And that
person can be a guy in a
garage in Spokane, Wash. It
doesn't have to be some big
capital intensive publishing
company. The opportunities
are phenomenal. But it
means we've got to be very
aggressive and move fast.
Our competitor six months
ago — Oracle, Sun —is now
also these 6,000 guys in
their garages. It's a great
benefit for commerce, but
it's not a very good thing
for slow - moving, bureaucratic companies. If you're
slow moving and bureaucratic, the rate at which you
fall will be much shorter
than 15 or 20 years ago.

Q. You described moving

away from the sales focus to
how you could improve
processes to reduce costs.
What's the controller's role
in that?
I think the controller's role
is shifting more toward
broad generalist and business person as opposed to a
numbers person specifically.
The better you are at producing financial information, the more credibility
you have, the more involved
you'll be in the business,
the more influence you can
have. At Microsoft there's a
strong ownership mentality.
If you own something, you

think it's yours to decide
how that process is going to
work. My role is largely influencing the change in
those processes that don't
work very well and highlighting or escalating those
processes that do work
well. The controller has to
be a guide and to get things
done through influence, not
control. We have smart, aggressive employees, and if
you attempted to control
them through some sort of
authoritarian figure, it
would fail. Our CFO describes it best: It's like
herding house cats. You
might get them all into the
same room, but they each
choose their own path.

Q.The speed at which we

must adapt/ change seems
almost incompatible with
what we know of human behavior. From a controller's
point of view, doesn't that
begin to be a real issue?
It's certainly a challenge.
But basic management
practices that applied probably 2,000 years ago still
apply today. You need to
hire good people and delegate to them. If you're the
type of person who isn't
comfortable hiring somebody you think is smarter
than you or who you think
will do a better job than
you and give them full rein,
in a place like Microsoft
you die. Managers who can
scale up are those who are
effective, first, at managing
and, second, functional experts in their area. We've
hired a large number of
new managers in finance in
the last year. Of the 10 people who report to me, one
was in his job two years
ago. Nine are in newly created positions or were promoted or brought in over
people who were already
there. My primary focus
has been getting the right
people in the right jobs.
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What are the challenges
for you as a controller for
the next six months, year,
two years, five years?
Two years ago we set
"blocking and tackling" objectives of getting the core
businesses and processes to
work well. We've accomplished that goal. In terms
of it being a primary objective going forward, it's not
mine any longer. It belongs
to the people who work for
me. We're close to having
among the best integrated
financial systems in the
world across all of our finance disciplines. That's my
real focus: How do we get to
be the best so that no matter who we talk to or who
comes in to see us, they
view us close to the top, if
not the single best?
A second goal is to become very good at plugging
in acquired companies or
doing a good job on joint
ventures. We don't have
much organizational expertise at it. A third objective
involves procurement, on
which we've never had
much focus. We're largely
inefficient. We don't earn
standard early payment
discounts, and we don't negotiate with vendors very
effectively. We can improve
in this area and save a
great deal of money. More
important, if we improve
our procurement processes,
then salespeople can spend
more time selling, support
people spend more time on
support, and R &D people
can spend more time developing products instead of
figuring out how they're going to get the PC they ordered two weeks ago.
The fourth area I'm focusing on is communication. As we broaden our
multinational reach, it becomes increasingly hard to
communicate with people
outside the United States
44
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as to what we're doing and
what is expected of them or
what specific impact they
will have. It's easy if you sit
down the hall from people
and you work colIaboratively on a memo. But if you're
outside the United States,
all you see is a 22 -page
memo that gets thrown
over the wall at you with:
"Okay, figure this out"
My last goal is to continue to identify our star performers and put them in
the right jobs. We have a
number of top- quality finance people, and rounding
out their generalist skills is
something I owe them since
they've done so much for
the company and so much
to help our group.

Q.given that Microsoft is

an acknowledged driver of
technological innovations,
can you tell us how that
world is changing?

The best place to form a
context for the technology
industry is to look at the
market 20 years ago. We
were an industrial age
economy. The only real
technology company among
the 10 leading U.S. companies was IBM. Obviously,
things have changed. What
has driven the change is
that the fundamental economics of technology are
profound. As an example, in
1974 a ticket for a Broadway play was about $12. Today that same ticket costs
you $68, a more than 400%
increase. A newspaper used
to cost 15 cents. Today it's
50 cents. But if you look at
technology for telecommunications or for the underlying architecture of the PC
and server market, the
change is dramatic. A
phone call from L.A. to New
York has dropped 18 %, and,
with telecom deregulation,
those prices will be much
lower five years from now,
with better performance
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from all media.
The market has shifted to
an information age. Every
single company has learned
to deploy technology in a
very efficient way, and
they've gained huge global
market share as a result.
The only nonglobal player is
WalMart. But its success is
driven by incredible logistics
that are founded on probably one of the best information technology architectures and systems and
processes of any company in
the world. Many of the drivers of our worldwide economy are information age
companies. That's only going
to continue to accelerate.
PCs are everywhere. That
really struck me recently
when a man about 70 years
old sat next to me on a
flight, reached into his bag,
and pulled out a laptop. I
asked him, "What do you do
with your PC ?" He said,
"Oh, I communicate with
my children, I trade over
Charles Schwab, and I play
a lot of games." That is a
good indication of how fundamental the PC has become to our psychology and
our culture. It represents a
huge opportunity for companies like us.

Q. What opportunities?
The rate of innovation, the
rate of R&D spent, and the
rate at which competitors
take over entrenched companies that don't stay current is phenomenal. The
rate of change is probably
greater than anything in
the history of civilization
with respect to commerce.
Take hardware. The machine you buy today compared to the machine you
would have bought 18
months ago is a phenomenal difference in price performance. Software. Software you buy today is so
much more powerful and
robust at a much lower cost

than it was several years
ago. When I started at Microsoft in 1989,a spreadsheet product cost about
$495 retail. Today it's 25%
of that cost and has deeper,
richer functionality.
Networks, which will be
the change driver over the
next 10 years, have accelerated at a rate none of us
anticipated. The adoption of
the Internet, the adoption
of local area networks, and
the success of companies
like SysCo, Bay Networks,
and 3 -Corn are a testament
to how quickly the entire
world is getting wired.
Whole civilizations are going to bypass the mainframe world and go to
client/server in a connected
environment. PC growth is
going to represent the single biggest opportunity for
almost every company. By
the year 1998, about 80
million PCs will ship. What
that means is the adoption
of client/server accounting
and financial software is
going to accelerate everywhere in the world.
What about Microsoft? A
lot of people are familiar
with Microsoft's financial
success. People are familiar
with our products. But
many don't understand how
fundamental our long -term
view is in investing in
R&D. We pick a few identified areas, make some very
big bets, and, even if people
question whether we're successful or not, we keep investing in these areas.
When I started at Microsoft
we had about 7 % market
share for Excel. When we
released Windows NT several years ago, people
scoffed. This year with the
MSN [Microsoft Network],
people tell us it isn't as successful as everybody anticipated. But we will keep investing. We'll listen to our
customers and keep improving our products. ■
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o f Data C ollection
BY ANNE S. HALEY
ow does a diversified, decentralized corporation that spans the
globe manage information in
today's demanding environment?
Johnso n & Jo hn so n Wo rldwid e
Headquarters, b ased in New
Brunswick, N.J., ch o se a path th at allows it to en jo y the benefits of to day 's
technolo gy with o ut recreatin g all its
legacy sy stem s. DARWin , Data
Analysis an d Repo rting in Win do ws,
is an inn ovative data co llectio n too l
used thro ugho ut th e Family of Com panies. With DARWin, John son &
Johnson su b sid iaries are ab le to report info rmatio n to Co rp o rate accu rately an d o n tim e. Mo reo ver, th e
com pany h as created an en viro n m en t
that allo ws it to leverage its trad itional sy stem s an d m ain tain its in vestm ent in th e h igh ly train ed p ersonnel wh o service the co rp oration .
Informatio n h igh way s, d ata warehouses, an d clien t/server en viron ments no w ch an n el
data from a vast m u ltitu d e o f
sources directly to th e b u sin ess
desktop. In th e mid st of th is
evolution ary tren d , all co m panies, large and small, face th e
challenges o f tim e, fun ding,
and disparate en tities. A co rp o
ration the size o f Joh nso n &
Johnson m u st b e ab le to take
full advan tage o f all availab le
resources wh ile reco gnizin g th e
possibility o f lim itation s at
som e rather rem o te sites.

WHATISDARWIN?

D ARWin is a "home- grown" appli-

cation , as was its DOS character based predecessor, the Affiliate Workstatio n (AWS). DARWin was design ed an d developed by the Johnson
& Jo hn son Corporate Controller's Divisio n to meet the com plicated requ irem ents of the world's largest diversified and most com prehensive
healthcare company. DARWin's langu age is Pro gress, a fourth generation too l ch osen for its portability to
nu m ero u s h ardware platform s and
th e ven do r's com mitm ent to global
cu sto m er service and support.
Th e d ata collection process at
Johnson & Johnson has gone
th ro u gh several iterations over m any
years. Th e first major step toward
au to m atin g the m anual and redundan t tasks of keying inform ation at
th e affiliate sites and at corporate
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headquarters wa s a spreadsheet
methodology. Lotus spreadsheets
were prepared at the affiliate com panies and mailed to corporate for up-

load to the Management Reporting
System. The next steps included the
electronic transmission of these
spreadsheets through Dialcom, followed by AWS and DARWin.
AWS was deployed throughout
Johnson & Johnson approximately
eight years ago. The application offered many improvements over the
spreadsheet options including protected validation routines and scheduling features. Exhibits, or preformatted financial statement templates, were listed for the specific
company logged in to the AWS application. Requirements were clear with
the online display.
The DARWin design was expanded
to include "spreadsheet -like" capabilities within the self - contained application Performance enchancements gained by technological
hardware and software advances provide increased productivity by the reporting
companies.
"DARWin —What is DAR Win"? That question was asked
by Chairman of the Board and
CEO Ralph Larsen when he was
asked to participate in a video
created for worldwide training.
The answer is broad, covering
what DARWin is today and its
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longer -term plan for the
from the company's generfuture. It is, in fact, an
al ledger using Progress
evolutionary product, one
Data Server software. Rewhose intent is virtually
gardless of the method of
to eliminate the affiliates'
update, DARWin executes
burden of closings and rea series of validation
porting to Corporate.
checks and data tie -outs,
Clark Johnson, a memensuring that data inber of the Johnson &
tegrity is maintained.
Johnson Executive ComDARWin is responsible for
mittee, who is corporate
making sure that the device president, finance,
tailed data supplied on
and chief financial officer,
one exhibit tie to the calviews DARWin as a
culated amount on anothstride toward his vision of
er. The transmission of er"Information on Demand."
roneous data, as defined
Clark's idea is to elimi- J &J trainer Roger Dornblerer assists DARWin participant in Hong Kong through its controlling aptraining session.
nate company reporting
plication, the Corporate
to corporate headquarters
Workstation (CWS), therecompletely. He favors the ability to
■ Using existing hardware— imperafore is prohibited.
access data right out of the affiliate's
tive for reasons of cost, training,
Behind the technology is the busiown database. The objective is to
availability, and support.
ness process. At a high level this
simplify the process by having the
■ Customizing for the individual
process includes gathering data reinformation available as needed or
needs of a vast variety of busiquirements from the various depart"Go- Get -It- Data."
nesses. DARWin schedules exments within the corporation, creatAn initiative spearheaded out of
hibits for each company based on
ing an instruction manual/handbook
J&J Professional Products Brazil is
the company's individual profile
called Worldwide Procedures, definthe first step toward this goal. With
including branch of business desing the rules and logic for a particular exhibit, and distributing the
the installation of software by
ignation (domestic or internationProgress Software, Inc., data are
al) and Group participation (ConDARWin product to the affiliate. It
sumer & Personal Care, Pharmasounds simple, and in many respects
transferred directly from Brazil's
general ledger into the DARwin
ceuticals and Diagnostics,
it is.
database. Other similar configuraConsumer Pharmaceuticals &
The DARWin tool provides both
Professional Operating Group, or
the corporate user and the affiliate
tions exist in J&J U.K., and interest
with graphical user interface (GUI)
has been expressed by many other
Corporate).
affiliates.
■ Expanding the scope. As the only
and full Windows functionality. OnToday DARWin is deployed to apglobally deployed data collection
line help is context - sensitive, and
proximately 200 Johnson & Johnson
tool, DARWin has inspired the
each screen tutors the DARWin
idea of collecting additional inforcompanies around the world. They
client on how to navigate around the
include management reporting commation through the system to supdesktop. Worldwide Procedures also
panies, legal tiers, and holding comport other business initiatives.
are available with the click of a
panies. The application is PC -based
This idea ah-eady has come to
mouse, providing instantaneous assistance on completing exhibits. A
and can be installed on a LAN (local
fruition. Affiliates and other divichart of interdependencies between
area network) for multi -user environsions within Corporate have
ments. The simplest of installations
broadened DARWin's original obexhibits displays the logical order of
may be a stand -alone IBM compatijective of collecting financial data.
preparing exhibits. Once completed,
ble PC with a modem and dial -data
Customer, product, and sourcing
the data are transmitted to Corpoline, while the more complex may
information now are being rerate and routed to the appropriate
be Windows NT with simultaneous
quested through DARWin. The
destination system.
log -ins, executing TCP/IP (transmiscollection of property insurance
data for Risk Management and
sion control protocollinternet protoCUSTOMERSATISFACTION
col) with FTP (file transfer protocol)
New Business Opportunities are
The DARWin Technical Team is
over the Johnson & Johnson Highslated for 1996.
way, JJNET. The application was
committed to achieving the affiliates'
designed with flexibility as the
Data can be entered into DARexpectations. It understands that
prime factor including the following
Win in a number of ways: by direct
marketing an initiative such as
considerations:
input to a particular financial
DARWin is as important as producschedule —for example, income
ing the software and that the success
statement or balance sheet —
of a project is very much in the eye of
■ Changing data requirements —
what we ask for today will most
through a utility called Load Affilithe beholder. A newsletter is circulatate Data, or, in some cases, directly
ed several times a year to inform the
probably change tomorrow.
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client community of planned modifications and enhancements. Asking
for feedback and creative ideas from
the people who actually deliver results is key to fostering an environment of cooperation and enthusiasm.
Companies are encouraged to e-mail
their comments and suggestions to
DARWin's mailbox, also accessible
through JJNET. Phone support is
available via a 24 -hour hotline to
satisfy the concerns of worldwide
business partners.
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technology progresses, so, too,
will DARWin. The foundation was
laid by former Vice President and
Corporate Controller Alexander (Lex)
Roulston. One of Lex's primary goals
before retiring in 1995 was to see the
DARWin "roll -out" begin. Inspired by
his leadership, the first training was
conducted for Latin American companies in Sao Paulo, Brazil, June 1995.
Since then, his successor, JoAnn
Heffernan Heisen, has continued to

champion the DARWin effort, supporting still another global enterprise initiative, Data Standardization and Warehousing.
JoAnn describes DARWin as a
"bridge" that will allow Johnson &
Johnson to remain competitive within
the global marketplace. With so many
languages and platforms, translating
information to a standard format is
critical. JoAnn faces the challenge of
striving to achieve business objectives
while recognizing the reality of improving the bottom line: "We have to
drive the business, to continue reporting, to be competitive. We have to
drive down our finance costs —but,
most of all, we've got to have correct,
usable information."
Has the challenge of sharing data
across multiple platforms and applications been met? Data standardization and solid infrastructure are key,
and major steps are being taken to
lay such a foundation. Currently under way are plans to collect customer
and product information for a data
warehouse. With so many decentralized systems throughout the world,
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information will be exported from a
variety of applications. Data will be
translated and moved from the affiliates' source systems into DARWin
for transport to the Data Warehouse.
Validation routines will ensure that
previously reported data tie to data
published by Corporate.
"Go- Get -It- Data," "Information on
Demand," Data Warehousing —the
terms will change as the technology
advances. To handle the business
challenges of the future effectively,
information not only must be shared
among the appropriate partners but
must be available without delay. The
management of Johnson & Johnson
clearly recognizes that "closing the
books" to interpret and analyze results is history. Maintaining or gaining the leading edge may be dramatically impacted by the advantage of
time. DARWin has paved the way toward providing this opportunity. ■
Anne S. Haley is project manager in Johnson
& Johnson's corporate controller's division, financial information services, Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N.J. She can be reached
at (908) 524.5438.
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SeekingtheBest
BY KATHY WILLIAMS AND
JAMES HART
first it was taxes. Then
it was fixed asset management, human resources, and payroll software. Best Programs, Inc.,
has found its niche in going
beyond core accounting. It
joins forces with financial
software providers to develop solutions mid -sized companies can use to manage
their human and technological assets in the most
effective way.
President Tim Davenport
is relatively new to Best,
having arrived fresh from
Lotus about a year ago, but
he is positioning the company for major growth, especially in the area of payroll.
He is confident Best will exceed its current threshold
of success.

Q.What was your role at
Lotus?
I was managing a group
called the Notes Tools Division. We were developing a
range of products that made
up a tool set for developing
Notes applications —products such as Notes VIP,
Lotus Forms, and a variety
of database and connection
technologies.

O, What made you decide to
join Best?

I became excited about the
upside of trying to serve the
middle market. The more I
learned about Best, I saw
that it had served its market well for 10 years and
that over the next four or
five years there was a
48
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chance for expansion. At
Lotus we had looked at the
middle market often, which
we defined as something
below the Fortune 1,000
companies and above the
sole proprietor, more specifically companies with sales
in the range of $10 to $200
million. But for bigger companies it was problematic
to get to that market.

Q. why?

That was the beginning of
the company as we know
it today.

QaWhat made the company
decide to go from taxes to
fixed assets?

The front and center theme
in our strategic thinking today is that there is a wide
range of needs that are unmet by core accounting
packages sold to this mid-

part because there are constantly changing regulations that you need to keep
up with in your software.
And, too, they are demanding software applications to
build. Even if they never
changed, they would need
to be full - featured. But they
must change, sometimes
quarterly, to keep up with
IRS regulations.
Also, accounting vendors

It was mostly a marketing
and sales and pricing issue.
You were at $129 shrink wrapped horizontal applications ... which certainly the
middle market uses the
same way everyone else in
the world does, or you were
at very expensive enterprise -wide type technology
or applications. It was hard
to figure out a way to take
the same products and
make money selling to the
market in between.

QaCould you tell us about

Best historically —how it developed, how it's different
from other companies?
Best was started 13 years
ago by Jim Petersen, who
is still chairman. Through
most of its early history
Best was primarily a tax
software company servicing both the personal market and the professional
preparer market. In the
1990s, it began to branch
out into other applications
including fixed assets, human resources, and payroll with products designed to meet the needs
of mid -sized companies.
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Tim Davenport, Best's president and CEO.

dle market. They include
fixed assets, human resources, payroll. Best
thought these other areas
would be a natural extension from tax software.

QaThere are any number of

financial /accounting systems
that claim to have a fixed
asset system. Do you agree
with the claim?
Many of them do. But our
apps —fixed assets, HR, and
payroll— require specific domain expertise, in large

have found it a challenge to
keep their core modules
current with the technology.
To take general ledger, accounts payable, receivables,
inventory from DOS to
Windows to multi -user Windows to client/ server is an
expensive, demanding task.
Many vendors did produce
or bring to market a DOS
fixed asset product, but today they find it expensive
to continue developing on
their own. So they partner
with us.

resources,
and payroll applic ations, Be st
Programs say s its succe ss lies
14,. Who are some of your
partners?
We have relationships with
almost all of the accounting
vendors, but specifically
Solomon, Great Plains,
Geac, Timberline, CYMA,
and Platinum. All of them
either resell one or a couple
of our products or joint
market them in another
way. We're also beginning
relationships with client/
server vendors as we bring
our client/server products
to market.

Q.Do you have any tempta-

tioa tobuild an accounting
package?

No. Our strategy is to build
products that complement
an accounting system and
that we know are just as
essential as core accounting. Most companies have
become sophisticated
enough to want an automated human resources
system that allows them to
track their people effectively: what their skill sets are,
how they're moving around
the company, how their performance is being evaluated. Today that's as important as managing transaction information.

Q.Whoisyour competition?
Let's go back to the middle
market, which is our strategic target. There is very little competition, and I knock
on wood when I say that.
While there were a handful
of DOS fixed asset products, there are fewer Windows products and likewise

for human resources. While
there are many high -end
products, there are few
Windows human resources
products running on PC
LAN environments at the
price points that make
sense for this middle market. By higher end I'm talking about client/server, with
software prices probably beginning at $80,000. Our
price points generally begin
at $1,000 and run upward
of $4,500 in an intensive
network installation.

Q.

Where do you see fixed
assets, payroll, and human
resources going into the
future?
Two trends are important.
First, the pace of technology change is accelerating at
an extraordinary rate. It
isn't slowing down. Second,
that forces customers to
have to consider what they
want and need. Customers
want to make fewer decisions, not more decisions.
They want to make a decision that will be a standard
and that will make their
life simpler. Then they look
for options or alternatives
that fit their standard.
One product that's going
to make a big difference in
the financial application
marketplace is Microsoft's
BackOffice. Microsoft has
put together, in one package, technology that offers
a more complete solution
than I think you can get
elsewhere. There are alternatives, but, again, that
technology is constantly
changing. Customers are

in partne ring with the core
ac counting software
iware prov iders.
going to look for a single
decision that simplifies
their life. When they look
at specific business applications across finance and
HR, they're going to want
to buy more of a complete
solution from fewer vendors. As we go forward, the
key to meeting a customer's needs successfully
is going to be to offer
broader solutions that are
well thought out in terms
of how they integrate with
the other applications the
customer's using. In our
context, that means making sure our fixed assets
and human resources integrate well with the accounting system and with
each other.

Q. Are there issues you see

occurring that management
accountants, controllers, CFOs
need to be aware of?
I would say that we are on
the cusp of new technology
solutions for helping businesses run better that offer
levels of payback unavailable before. It's a combination of software developers
getting better and better at
what they do and the technology becoming more advanced and including new
capabilities like the Internet and all it makes possible. There's always a lot of
hype in the technology community. But at this time
most of the hype is justi-

fied. Over the next two
years, if you analyze your
needs and get aggressive
about trying to find technology investments you can
make, what's coming along
will have a huge positive
impact and payback for
YOU.

Q.What distinguishes this
from the prior period?

The major distinction is
that we now have everyone
connected. Automation let
us work faster, and it certainly had payback, but
connectivity takes us to another level —a 100,000 -foot
level. We've been able to offer a human resources software solution that allows a
company to automate a
function that was probably
underinvested in for
decades, and there was a
real payback to that. But
going forward, when we can
serve a market where we
know all the employees are
connected, we can begin to
provide new solutions that
put these automation tools
into the hands of the managers themselves rather
than one or two people in
the human resources department. It also extends to
fixed assets. Putting tools
into the hands of the line
managers rather than the
professionals in the accounting department takes
us to a whole new level of
solution.
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What does that mean for
management accountants
and controllers?

They no longer have to do
work they don't like to do.
An inordinate amount of
time is spent entering data
and keeping data current
rather than analyzing
where you're being efficient
using assets or how you're
best deploying your people.
You're going through the
unnatural process of having
the people who know what
just happened to an asset
send you a piece of paper or
e -mail. You enter the information, and, finally, when
all the data are entered and
you believe they are accurate, you can begin to do
the analysis. If we get to a
world where it's painless
for the people who are managing the assets to keep the
data current, then the controller's or financial manager's job becomes one of analyzing and setting policy
and devising ways their
company uses those assets
better. There are not too
many accountants and HR
people I talk to who don't
applaud when I say, "We'll
get you out of data entry
and into the management
aspect of your job."

Q. Our readers are wondering, "Do I call the accounting
software vendor first or Best
first? Do I tall both at the
some time?"

Best was in the fixed assets, HR, payroll market
very early —in the case of
fixed assets, 11 years ago.
In this young market, software developers and resellers had their hands full
trying to deliver a basic accounting package solution.
That required Best to learn
how to sell its products
downstream, or after a company had already bought
and installed its accounting
system. Today, we're also in
60
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THELATESTPRODUCTS
Best Programs' software is divided into two lines: FAS software for fixed asset management and the Abra products group
for human resources and payroll.
The FAS product line includes FAS for Windows, FAS Encore!, FASTrack for Windows, FAS2000, and FAS1000. Add -on
modules are ImportPlus, which imports fixed asset information
from Lotus, Symphony, or Excel, and FAS Report Writer for
Windows. The company also has developed custom linking
software that will allow transfer of information to and from a
customer's accounting system to Best's products seamlessly.
The Abra products include Abra HR for Windows, Abra Applicant for Windows, and Abra Payroll for Windows. Add -on
modules include Abra Attendance for Windows, Abra Toolkit
for Windows, Abra Link for Windows, and Abra Multi -Site Consolidation for Windows.

a position to give customers
the option to consider buying everything at one time
through our extensive partnering arrangements.
That process is going well
because, again, we solve a
problem for the vendors.
Their sales process bogs
down if a customer wants
to solve a fixed asset problem and they don't have a
solution. So we're there at
an expedient point in time
for them. Over the next
three years I expect well
see more of our volume going in the up -front purchase of the whole system.
What about the payroll
Q.
area?

I see the whole payroll area
undergoing a major transition over the next three to
five years. Forces that led
to the creation of service
bureaus are changing,
which will lead people to
reevaluate their use. Of
course more companies do
payroll in -house than
through service bureaus,
which may be news to some
accountants and controllers, but in the broader
market that is the case.
Most in -house payroll solutions are running on very
large systems, often mainframes, because payroll was
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one of the first computerized solutions, and at that
point in time a company's
computer was a mainframe.
Now people are starting to
point out that there may be
a more cost effective way
run payroll.
The driver on the service
bureau side has to do with
the fact that by 1998 almost all companies are going to have to file their payroll taxes electronically
with the IRS on a quarterly
basis. While service bureaus offer that benefit today, the reality is that's going to be a wake -up call for
everyone. Companies will
say, "The way I interact
with this service bureau is
a very manual process. Now
that I have to go to electronic filing, maybe I should
think about automating in
a better way."
Mow does this relate to
Q.
the ADPs, the PayChex? Who
will be the survivors?

There always will be a market for outsourcing payroll.
But it's going to be subject
to the same pressures that
other service bureau businesses have been over the
last, say, 15 years, which is
that attractive in -house automated solutions are available that are incredibly cost

effective. Those systems
have to prove to customers
that they can be as reliable
as what customers think
they are getting from the
service bureau.
The analogy I like to
draw is that there was a
day when most banks had
automated teller machines
outside their building, but
most people still went in
and used the teller. That
didn't change overnight, but
people eventually figured
out there was a better way,
even if at first they were
apprehensive. Our opportunity lies in convincing financial professionals that
they can run a sophisticated payroll on a PC -based
system, and if they apply
the same quality process to
the way they interact with
the service bureau, it will
be as reliable. The payback
could come in three or four
months. Once they begin
thinking about it, many
people are going to make a
change.

Q. Do you think, then, that
payroll is the place where
Best will grow the most?

As a matter of fact I do. It's
our smallest business today,
but I most certainly think it
will be our highest growth
area over the next three to
five years. And I see it becoming a catalyst for human resources as well as
fixed assets.
It's as simple as people
saying, "I see the benefits of
payroll. I'm going to save
money by going to an inhouse, automated payroll
system. The data from my
payroll are the same data
that need to be in my HR
system... and all that feeds
into my general ledger,
along with fixed assets."
Best gives them the opportunity to integrate and
standardize three of their
most essential applications
with just one decision. ■

ech Forum
MichaelCastelluccio,Editor
THEINTERNET-OUTTHEREWHERETHEROADDISAPPEARS
Thirty -six sessions on topics ranging from digital cash to legal contracts, hardware to marketing, were
covered over three days at a major
seminar on electronic commerce on
the Internet in New York City recently. Below are some observations
and predictions of three of the
keynote speakers.
BILLGATES,
CEOandChairman,
MicrosoftCorporation

"The bandwidth
problem is one
that won't disappear overnight.
Even at the turn
of the century, 90% of the people connecting to the Internet will be dialing up over the normal phone lines.
And that means pretty much the
limitations of 28.8 bps."
"There is an area that does not
suffer from the bandwidth limitations. In fact, I think the highest return on investment that anyone can
get out of information technology
right now is by building an intranet,
The reason the returns are so high is
that you've already got the PCs,
you've already got the network,
you've already got the productivity
tools and the operating system. All
that's missing is a little bit of offering to take that information that's
out there on that network and make
it easy to get to."
"Mail is very mission - critical.
There will be a huge wave of companies picking a mail system that
is designed for the enterprise and
that fits into the Internet
environment."
"I do believe that browsers will become part of the operating system.

Browsers will continue to improve so
every six months you'll be able to
download a new one."
"The vision I'm describing here is
taking Windows and letting it be a
view out into the world of information —the structured data, messages,
Web pages, and the files and documents that are already found out
there."
"Web pages —very few of them will
be 2D experiences. Most of them will
be a place to go where you can walk
around. And as you walk around, the
things you see will be touched by
pure interest. It won't be that flat
screen type look."
JIM CLARK,
Chairman, Netscape
Communications
Corporation

"We are dealing
with easily a three
trillion dollar
worldwide industry, and probably more than that"
"The intranet is the enormous opportunity that the corporations of
the world have decided they want to
use [with the] Internet technology."
"In the period of a year, Netscape
[Navigator] achieved ... 25 million
users. That's never happened ... in
that short a period of time. The reason we were able to do it was because of the Internet as a ... distribution system. We were able to distribute it [Navigator], to make it widely
available, and yet realize market
share in a very short period of
time — surprising everyone, especially
a few people up in Washington. This
is a very significant message. The
notion of the Internet as a software
distribution system is one of the root

ideas to come out of the Internet."
"Once the vast majority of people
who have PCs are connected to the
Internet, it will become the standard
way to get software. You will not go
into a computer store and buy it;
you'll download it, test drive it, and
pay for it, all online."
"There is not a single television
manufacturer in the world who isn't
now planning, specifically in the next
generation of television, within the
next year, to [have a set] introduced
with built -in Web access, with builtin Internet access. For the consumer,
the television will be your so- called
network. And when you boot up your
television, the television will come
up with its own home page, and that
home page will give you the set of
services that are available."
SCOTTMCNEALY,
Chairman, Sun
Microsystems, Inc.

"The intranet
technology —this
stuff you see happening out there —
[is] really going to
be a requirement. This is not an option. This is not a drill. You have to
go out and implement it and drive
the network to simplify your business practices. And to get your users
in gear. To get them out doing stuff
that adds value for shareholders and
customers."
"Mosaic wasn't around three years
ago. Java is less than a year old. Joe
is less than a couple of hours old.
These kind of technologies are racing
at us so fast — trying to create their
meaning here is a real challenge.
And a lot of social issues are going to
have to be dealt with."
"Anybody who wants to bet against
bandwidth, I think, is going to lose.
The fact of the matter is it may not
be here, you may not have the bandwidth to where you want it to be, but
it's going to come a lot faster than
your company (will be able) to react
to it."
"This kind of technology is independent of —and uses the open interface— independent of the hardware
or the operating system platform
MAY 1996
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DOINGTHE RIGHT THING: A
GUIDETOINTERNALCONTROL
In October 1995, APTE Inc. introduced a multimedia software package titled Doing the Right Thing: A
Guide to Internal Control. The program is a training tool for corporate
managers and employees, an alternative to costly, time - consuming, and
occasionally ineffective training seminars. The program can be loaded onto a laptop or desktop, or it can be
delivered via the Internet. With this
software on their computers, employees can control when and what they
learn from the materials.
The program has five major program modules.
■ Internal Control Overview,
■ Internal Control Basics (six
modules),
■ Management of Control Risk (six
modules),
■ Resources (a 32K space that can
be customized to a company's specific internal control environment),
■ Diagnostic quizzes relating to the
topic coverage.
52
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0 ening screen for APTE's Doing the Right
Thing.
The Internal Control Basics section presents lessons on segregation
of duties, authorization, accounting
controls, budgeting controls, conflicts
of interest, and security. The Management of Control Risk section presents submodules on internal control
management, revenue cycle, expenditure cycle, human resources, inventory, and audit. The program assumes
a modest understanding of common
business terms, and a brief glossary
is included to assist the reader.
Generally, the software is easy to
install and use. Getting through the
entire 108 frames of the program
takes about an hour. The user can
toggle between content modules and
the glossary, although the glossary is
somewhat limited in scope. Moving
from one topic to the next is easy;
you can even skip from the middle of
one topic to the beginning of another.
The form of the presentation is
first -rate. The screens are colorful
and active; the drill-down points are
logical and inviting.
In terms of content, each Internal
Control Basics submodule (for inLambers

and independent of any one company's control over an interface. This
will change, very significantly, how
we look at employing enterprise applications. The other piece of this is
that this is a very large application
built by pieces of small applets, if
you will, and large databases. You
don't have to go build this application [as] one big, huge, centralized,
integrated, compiled, and tested imported environment."
"There's an opportunity now as
you create Web content and Web executable content, those [Java] applets,
and you put this stuff on your intranets to have a rule: And [that is]
you only buy applications and formatted content if it's been tested and
works perfectly at screen, no change,
bug free, on three or four or five multiple competing browser or desktop
computer environments."
"This new environment [the Internet] allows you to do small, scalable,
mechanical, robust kind of application environments."
"Now once you give everybody a
network, you've got to tell them what
side of the street to ride on." ■

CM A
REVIEW
Our 70 -hour video course is
complete, up -to -date, and ready
to prepare you for the CMA
Exam. Workbooks included.

Call 1 -800- 272 -0707
for Information or
sample video
Circle No. 19

stance, segregation of duties) has a
similar framework. First, there is a
description of a specific feature of internal control and its related risks.
Then an excellent example of a real world application of the control feature is presented. Finally, there is a
brief Q &A learning session that allows the student to test his or her
knowledge of the topic area. Incorrect answers are explained by the
program.
The submodules relating to Management of Control Risks have a
slightly different format from that
used with Internal Control Basics.
Here the program begins with a definition or description of the management objective relating to a specific
business process cycle (for example,
expenditure cycle) or aspect of internal control activity (such as audits).
A brief description of the documentation or basic control tools relating to
the business process cycle or internal
control activity follows. Then a management tip on major internal control lapses common to the specific cycle is offered. And, finally, there is a
brief Q &A to test comprehension on
issues presented in the submodule.
Again, explanations are given to
show why an incorrect answer is not
appropriate.
The adequacy of the content may
be viewed differently by different audiences. Generally, the topic matter
is highly appropriate to all interested in the internal controls of an organization. And it seems the depth of
the program content is appropriate
for its intended audience: corporate
managers and employees who are
not professional accountants. The
materials, however, probably would
be considered too basic for any employee who has had a college course
in internal control or auditing.
The simplicity of the presentations
is of some concern to the reviewers.
Simplicity is, no doubt, an appealing
feature. But real understanding of
internal control is sacrificed if subtleties of the topic are ignored. For
example, APTE's basic descriptions
of risk control activities may not be
consistent with the activities performed by the person reviewing the
program material, particularly where
the business process has been
reengineered to reduce or eliminate

some of the transaction controls described in the software. These controls typically are relaxed when the
dollars at risk in the transaction are
not material to the company. This
may cause confusion for the reader
or, worse, enlighten the reader to the
potential personal gains that can be
achieved by taking advantage of a
changing control landscape.
Nevertheless, if one can resist the
urge to get into sticky details, or if
the software is combined with other
information about internal control,
then Doing the Right Thing: A Guide
to Internal Control is an excellent
way to enhance organizational
awareness of internal control issues.
The program does communicate basic information about the importance
of internal control and how lapses
can affect an organization.
A stand -alone copy of the program
costs $99. A license for a 10 -user
pack is $200, and an Internet- delivered license for university instruction is available at a special educational discount. The software may be
ordered or more information obtained by contacting APTE, Inc., at
(800) 494 - 1112.— Rhelda Barron, CPA,

work, blank the screen, and lock it
with password protection, and/or it
can read the comm. port for activity
and delay idle -time log -off.
Circle No. 51
Solutions has an answer for the complicated task of finding and evaluating an accounting program. More
than 120 products are analyzed according to needs defined by the user
in The Accounting Library. Selecting
from more than 950 features, functions, and reports, the user creates a
personalized profile. The Accounting
Library software then sorts and
ranks products according to needs,
price, platform, and so on, and prints
reports on selected programs.
Circle No. 52
Accent Worldwide, Inc. has introduced Internet with an Accent —a
suite of four multilingual applications for the Internet. The Accent
Mosaic browser allows the user to

Tired of barking
up the wr ong tree?

and Richard J. Palmer, CPA

PRODUCTMARKET

Citadel Computer Systems, Inc. has
developed an automatic "door closer"
for Novell NetWare networks. When
users forget to log off or the administrator wants to set a timer, NetOFF
automatically can close the front
door to your network, save unsaved

NetNEWS
MMR Software will calculate the
value of your U.S. Savings Bonds
(E, EE, and S) on its new Web page.
You input face value, purchase date,
and redemption month. http://
www.execpc.com/®AX- mmrsoft.
Accountants for the Public Interest
(API) has a new Web page that
describes its volunteer services
and that allows you to sign up.
http : / /www.accountingnet.com/asso/
api/index.html.
DacEasy, Inc.'s Web page for small
business owners features a library,
software analysis section, a press
room, and a store.
http: / /www.daceasy.com

Rhelda Barron, CPA, is a professor in the department of accounting, the University of Tennessee at Martin.
Richard J. Palmer, CPA, is an associate professor in the department of accounting, the
University of Tennessee at Martin.

Baseline Software, Inc. has released
the 1996 version of its Information
Security Policies Made Easy, a hard
copy book and electronic file collection of more than 700 security policies. The author /developer, Charles
Cresson Wood, is a recognized expert, and the book is a valuable resource for anyone responsible for creating a security policy in any size
enterprise.
Circle No. 50

browse pages published in any of
more than 30 languages. Publisher
enables the creation of Web pages in
Latin, non - Latin, and bidirectional
alphabets without language- specific
operating systems or keyboards.
MailPad allows users to create and
receive e-mail in multiple languages
under any language version of Windows. A Multilingual Viewer program works with mainstream
browsers enabling viewing of multilingual content.
Circle No. 53

BASSETS Fixed Asset System
for Windows features:
•
•
•
•
•

Performance • Ease of Use
Data Import and Export
Intelligent Data Entry
General Ledger Interface
Complete or Partial Disposal
and Transfer

For fm, no obligation
full working demo, call
Decision Support Technology
41 Spruce Run, Ramsey, NJ 07446
(201) 934 -9259
Fax: (201) 327 -5525

National Payment Corporation's new
Web site has a number of departments dealing with Direct Deposit
information. Newsletters and current
versions of Direct Deposit modules
are downloadable at the site.
httpl/www.directdeposit.com.
Goldstein Golub Kessler & Co. (86111)
is one of the first mid -sized accounting
and consulting companies to develop a
Web site. At httpJ /www.ggk.com it
offers publications on tax, accounting, news, and business topics. On
the site is a link to Nexia International, a network of accounting
firms.
Group 1 Software's Web site features
columns and marketing topics as
well as updates on postal issues of
concern to direct marketers.
http: / /www.gl.com

Circle No. 17
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rivatives that affect directly or indirectly such reported items, to
the extent the effects of such information are material and necessary to prevent the disclosure
about the reported item from being misleading.
The SEC requests comments on
the release by May 7 , which is 120
days from its publication in the Federal Register on January 8.

FASABSTATEMENTS

T he Federal Accounting Standards

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTINGPRACTICES

Advisory Board concludes projects by
issuing Statements that recommend
accounting practices by federal governmental agencies . To date, FASAB
has issued the following standards:

Louis Bisgay, CPA, Editor

FASBINVITESCOMMENTS
ONFINANCIALREPORTING

I n November 1993, the Association

for Investment Management and Research (AIMR) issued a position paper, "Financial Reporting in the
1990s and Beyond ," which was submitted to the Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB) for its consideration . About one year later, the
Special Committee on Financial Reporting of the American Institute of
CPAs completed its study of the state
of financial reporting and published
its position paper, "Improving Business Reporting—A Customer Focus."
Both reports include a number of
recommendations regarding possible
changes in financial reporting. The
FASB issued this Invitation to Comment to obtain views of its constituency about the recommendations and about how the FASB
should proceed to address the
recommendations.
In the Invitation to Comment, the
recommendations contained in both
reports are sorted into three groups:
(1) broadening FASB's activities to
address nonfinancial information
that would be included in a comprehensive model of financial reporting;
(2) recommendations about Board
priorities in improving financial
statements and related disclosures,
i.e., a value-based accounting model,
business combinations, intangible assets, forecasted financial statements,
and reducing alternative accounting
principles; and (3 ) various other sug54
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gestions that have been made.
One copy of the Invitation to Comment may be obtained without
charge until July 31, the comment
deadline, by writing to Order Dept.,
Financial Accounting Standards
Board , 401 Merritt 7, P.O. Box 5116,
Norwalk , CT 06856 -5116.

SECPROPOSESDERIVATIVESRULE

T he Securities & Exchange Com-

mission has proposed amendments to
Regulation S -X, Regulation S -K, and
other forms that are intended to clarify and expand existing requirements
for financial statement footnote disclosures about accounting policies for
derivative financial instruments and
derivative commodity instruments.
In addition , the proposed rules
would:
• Require disclosure outside the financial statements of qualitative
and quantitative information
about market risk inherent in derivative financial instruments,
other financial instruments as defined , and derivative commodity
instruments; and
• Remind registrants that, when
they provide disclosure about financial instruments, commodity
positions, firm commitments, and
other anticipated transactions
( "reported items "), such disclosure
must include disclosures about de-

Concepts Statements
1. Objectives of Federal Financial
Reporting, and
2. Entity and Display.
Other Statements
1. Accounting for Selected Assets
and Liabilities,
2. Accounting for Direct Loans and
Loan Guarantees,
3. Accounting for Inventory and
Related Property,

4. Managerial Cost Accounting
Standards for the Federal
Government,
5. Accounting for Liabilities of the
Federal Government, and
6. Accounting for Property, Plant,
and Equipment.
FASAB staff currently are involved
in projects dealing with supplemental stewardship reporting, accounting
for the cost of capital, management
discussion and analysis, accounting
for natural resources, and a codification project that will result in reference material for both federal preparers and auditors that is clear and
easy to use.
FASAB Statements are available
from the Government Printing Office. Call the GPO at (202) 512 -1800
for prices. Exposure Drafts can be obtained from FASAB staff at (202)
512 -7350. Also Statements and
Exposure Drafts are available on the
Intemet —http://www.financenet.gov.
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The road begins with The Certified Management Accountant Program.

E

very day, the business pages report another
corporate downsizing, another restructuring,
another merger. And with every report, more
jobs are lost, more opportunities vanish and
the constantly changing needs of corporations
become more difficult.
Are you ready for the changes that are coming
your way?
If you have a finance or accounting background
or you're a recent graduate in the field of Finance,
Accounting or Management, the Certified
Management Accountant Program, endorsed
by the Institute of Management Accountants,
may be the right course in building a more
fulfilling and rewarding career.
The CMA designation — the only certification
program of its kind for finance, accounting, and
management professionals — is recognized,
supported and endorsed by most senior executives
at top corporations throughout the country.

The Institute of Management Accountants is
the largest management accounting organization
in the world and since 1919 has been an invaluable
source of personal and professional development
opportunities for its members.
To find out more about how membership in the
prestigious Institute of Management Accountants can
lead to CMA certification and future success in
today's complex marketplace, call 1- 800 - 638 -4427.
You'll receive a free issue of the Institute's award winning magazine Management Accounting.

INSTITUTE of

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTANTS

CERTIFIED MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT PROGRAM

Apply Now For The Dec ember 11th & 12t h, 19 96 Examina tion.

To Members of the Institute of Management Accountants:
e present the following nominees for election to the offices of President- elect, Vice President, and National Director in accordance
with the IMA Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws. The current President elect automatically assumes the position of President, and the current
President becomes Chair.
According to Article XII, Section 3, the primary responsibility of the President -elect "is to clarify the short-term aspects of the Institute's mission
and objectives and to build the team that will execute planned tactics during the succeeding term as President." The President -elect serves on the
Executive Committee and on the Compensation and Continuity Committee,
serves as Chair of the Budget Committee, and as the Chair of the Planning
Committee is responsible for the formation, enhancement, and direction of
the operational objectives of the Institute.
There are 18 Vice President positions. Twelve with area responsibility
are elected for one -year terms. Six with committee responsibility are
elected for two -year terms. This year there are four Committee Vice Presidents nominated, one with a one -year term and three with two -year
terms. Two were elected last year for terms that expire in 1997.
Directors of the Institute are elected for a two -year term with half elected every year. There is one Director for each 2.5 chapters, Student Chapters excluded. The nomination of National Directors is conducted at each
Regional Council by voting delegates of the council prior to February 20.
Under this formula, the following 66 directors have been nominated to
serve. Elected council presidents (24) also serve on the Board.
We also include the Nominating Committee to report in 1997.
The Annual Election will be held on June 24, 1996, at the Annual Meeting of the Institute in Las Vegas, Nevada.
Respectfully Submitted
Nominating Committee, 1995 -96

Clair M. Raubenstine, CMA, CPA, North
Penn (1965). Nominating Committee, 198283; Finance Committee, 1982 -91; Council Operations Committee, 1984 -86; Vice President,
1991 -92; Planning Committee, 1993 -94;
Executive Committee- Appointed Member,
1994 -95; President - elect, 1995 -96; Planning
Committee, Chair 1995 -96. He is Business
Assurance Partner, Coopers & Lybrand,
L.L.P, Wayne, Pa.

Member Services (1996 -98)
Margaret D. Butler, CMA, CPA, Jackson
(1973). Regional Operations Committee,
1979 -81, Chair, 1994 -96; National Director,
1981 -83, 1985 -86, 1990 -94; Academic Relations Committee, 1987 -88; National Area
Vice President, 1993 -94; Nominating Committee, 1994 -95. She is Controller, Bostick
Brothers, Inc., Benoit, Miss.

Continuing Professional Education (1996 -98)
Donald B. Christensen, Dallas North (1974).
Regional Operations Committee, 1985 -87;
National Director, 1987 -89; Texas Regional
Council- President, 1993 -94; Education Committee, 1993 -94; National Area Vice President, 1994 -95; Nominating Committee, 199596. He is Senior Vice President and
Controller, J.C. Penney Financial Services,
Inc., Piano, Texas.

otice is hereby given to all members of the Institute of Management
Accountants that the Annual Meeting of the Institute will be held at
the Riviera Hotel, Las Vegas, Nevada, on Monday, June 24, 1996, immediately following the conclusion of the opening session of the Annual
Corporate & Academic Relations (1996 -97)
Conference, to receive the report of the Nominating Committee and to
James
C. Horsch, CMA, Lansing - Jackson
transact such other business as may properly come before the meeting.
(1979). Michigan Regional Council- PresiGary M. Scopes, CAE
dent, 1988 -89; National Director, 1989 -91;
Executive Director
National Area Vice President, 1991 -92, 1994Montvale, N.J., May 1, 1996
96; Nominating Committee, 1992 -93; Budget
Committee, 1994 -96; ICMA Board of Regents,
Chair, 1994 -96; Committee Vice President,
1995 -96. He is Director of Electric Business
Keith Bryant, Jr., CMA, Choir, Birmingham -Magic City
Planning, Consumers Power Company,
Ronald R. Anderson, CMA,Nebraska Jack R. Plymale, Piedmont Jackson, Mich.
Greensboro
Cornhusker

N

Ned B. Ballengee, CMA,Washington
Thomas F. Bohler, CMA, CPA, Fox
River Valley
Donald B. Christensen, Dallas North
Charles Fazzi, Pittsburgh
Olivia J. Hoecker, CPA, Dayton
William J. Ihlanfeldt, CPA, Houston
Leo M. Loiselle, CPA, Bangor Waterville
Marc P. Palker, CMA, Long Island
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Clair M. Raubenstine, CMA,
CPA, North Penn
Carolyn L. Reis, South Bay
Linda L. Schlitt, CMA, CPA,
Amador Valley
Jack L. Smith, CPA, Tampa Bay
Joseph A. Vincent, New Haven
Robert G. Weiss, CPA, Morris Essex

MA Y 1996

Certification (1996 -98)
Carl S. Smith, CMA, CPA, Hartford (1976).
Education Committee, 1984 -86, 1991 -94,
Chair, 1993 -95; National Director, 1986 -88;
Academic Relations Committee, 1988 -90;
National Area Vice President, 1990 -91;
Nominating Committee, 1991 -92; ICMA
Board of Regents, 1995 -96. He is Chair and
Associate Professor, University of Hartford,
West Hartford, Conn.

James W. Brackner, CMA,
CPA, Salt Lake Area (1966).
National Director, 198688; Academic Relations
Committee, 1988 -90; Ethics
Committee, 1990 -94; Education Committee, 1994 -95;
ICMA, Board of Regents,
1995 -96. He is Professor, Utah State University, Logan, Utah.
Russell F. Briner, CMA,
CPA, San Antonio (1980).
National Director, 198890; Academic Relations
Committee, 1990 -93; Finance Committee, 1993 -94;
Texas Regional Council President, 1995 -96; Regional Operations Committee, 1995 -96. He is Professor and Director,
University of Texas at San Antonio, San Antonio, Texas.
Brett L. Garrett, Milwaukee
(1982). National Director,
1992.93, 1995 -96; Regional Operations Committee,
1994 -96. He is Senior
Accountant, ANR Advance Transportation Co.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Donald P. Green, CMA,
CPA, Long Island (1974). Education Committee, 198688, 1990 -93; Regional Operations Committee, 1993 -96.
He is Professor, The State
University of New York at
Farmingdale, Long Island, N.Y.
James W. Hamilton, Des
Moines (1978). National
Director, 1991 -93; Regional
Council- President, 1994 -95;
Education Committee, 199596. He is Manager, Special
Projects, Mid American
Energy Co., Des Moines,
Iowa.
Ann A. Hardin, CPA, Charlotte (1977). National Director, 1987 -88; Carolinas Regional Council- President,
1993 -94; Regional Operations Committee, 1993 -94;
Education Committee, 199496. She is a City of Charlotte Systems Applications Specialist, Charlotte, N.C.

C.S. "Bud" Kulesza, CMA, Clark H. Johnson, CMA,
Oakland County (1970). Re- Raritan Valley (1959).
f
; gional Operations Commit- New Jersey Regional
tee, 1978 -79; National Di- Council - President,
rector, 1979 -81; Planning 1967.69; National DirecCommittee, 1983 -90; Acade- tor, 1970 -71; National
mic Relations Committee, Area Vice President,
1990 -93, Chair 1993 -96. He is 1978 -79; Regional OperSenior Vice President and Controller, ITT Auto- ations Committee - Chair,
1979 -80; Nominating
motive Inc., Auburn Hills, Mich.
Committee, 1979 -80; Chair, ICMA Board of
David J. Leonard, CPA,
Regents,
1984 -86; Planning Committee, 1992 -96.
Pittsburgh (1974). MarketExecutive
Committee - Appointed Member, 1992ing Committee, 1991 -93. He
96.
He
is
Vice President of Finance and CFO,
is Vice President- Finance,
Johnson
&
Johnson, New Brunswick, N.J.
Sauereisen, Inc., Pittsbu rgh ,
Pa.
v

Sherry
A. Morse, Amador Valley
<`?
(1980). National Director,
1988 -90; Regional Opera tions Committee, 1990 -91,
1995 -96; Regional Council President, 1993 -94; She is Director, Compliance Division, American Bankers Acceptance
Corp., Dudlin, Calif.
Pamela Prinz Stewart,
Mid - Florida (1981). Regional Operations Committee,
1987 -90; National Director,
1990 -92, At Large, 1994 -95;
Florida Regional Council,
President, 1993 -94; Corporate and Academic Development Committee,
1994 -95; Planning Committee, 1995 -96; ExeCUtive Committee- Appointed Member, 1995 -96.
She is Vice President, Robert Half International, Orlando, Fla.
Mark D. Romboli, Boston
(1982). Regional Operations
Committee, 1990 -94; National Director, 1994 -96. He
is Corporate Controller,
Knapp Shoes, Brockton.
Mass.
James R. Romesberg,
Delaware (1981). Regional
Operations
Committee,
1990 -91, 1993 -95; National
Director, 1991 -93, 1994 -95,
At Large, 1993 -94; Mid -Atlantic Regional Council,
President, 1994 -95; Member Interest Groups
Committee, 1995 -96. He is Plant Controller, Du
Pont Company, Wilmington, Del.

William J. Ihlanfeldt, CPA
From the IMA Bylaws,
Article XII, Section 2;
Chair; The Chair shall
be the immediate former President of the Institute, and shall take
office when the Chair's
successor as president
takes office. The Chair
shall serve until succeeded by a new Chair and shall be considered an elective office by virtue of prior election as president.

Chair: William J. Ihlanfeldt, CPA, Houston
William F. Anderson, CMA, Ithaca- Cortland
George Bannon, Lehigh Valley
Robert E. Bell, Jr., CMA, CPA, Catawba Valley
Aida M. Bower, Roanoke
B. W. Bryant, Chattanooga
Keith Bryant, Jr., CMA, Birmingham Magic City
Patricia P. Douglas, Western Montana
Paul B. Foutz, CMA, CPA, Alaskan
Paul G. Hammock, Jr., CMA, Montgomery
Clark H. Johnson, CMA, Raritan Valley
Mary E. Johnston, Morris -Essex
Ronald D. Luther, CMA, CPA, South Central
Indiana
Linda C, Mitchusson, CMA, Wichita
John F. Pope, CMA, Los Angeles
Clair M. Raubenstine, CMA, CPA, North Penn
Michael J. Smith, CMA, South Central
Minnesota
Patrick E. Smith, CPA, Columbus
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Winfield E. Akeley, CMA, Philadelphia (1990). Judy G. Davenport, CM, South Birmingham Hubert L Keasler, Jr., CMA, Jackson 0972►.
He is President, MIT Management Associ(1987). She is Supervisor, Refund AccountHe is Assistant Professor, School of Profesing, Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Alabama,
ates, Philadelphia, Pa.
sional Accountancy, University of Southern
Birmingham,
Ala.
Mississippi, Hattiesburg, Miss.
Sandra S. Ashworth, Greater Topeka Area
(1988). She is Director, Western Resources Constance A. Davies, Delco (1985). She is *Julie A. Kern, North Central Indiana (1987).
Inc., Topeka, Kan,
Assistant Controller, Teledyne Packaging,
She is Vice President of Finance and AdminChester, Pa.
istration, Alltrista Consumer Products,
Bonnie A. Barber, CPA, Redwood Empire
Muncie, Ind.
(1985). She is Revenue Agent, Internal Colette F. Dettloff, CMA, CPA, Fox River Valley
(1987). She is Cost Accountant, Driv -lok Inc., Rebecca A. Kerr, CPA, Columbia (1988). She is
Revenue Service, San Rafael, Calif.
Sycamore, III.
*Cliff Bard, Jr., Cleveland (1991). He is Senior
Instructor, Midlands Technical College,
Consultant, Olsten Professional Accounting Stephen J. Drago, CMA, CPA, Durham Area
Columbia, S.C.
Services, Cleveland, Ohio.
(1980). He is Divisional Controller, Presspart Madie L Knight, Amador Valley (1989). She is
Inc., Cary, N.C.
*Bruce L. Blasnik, CPA, Westchester GateBusiness Project Coordinator, MFS CommuPhyllis
N,
Driver,
CPA, Knoxville (1980). She
way (1985). He is Partner, Bennett Kielson
nications, Inc., San Ramon, Calif.
is Associate Professor, Carson Newman Judith L. Kregg, Miami (1990). She is ManagStorch and Co. LLP, White Plains, N.Y.
Colloege, Jefferson City, Tenn.
Marcia Bloom, Orange Coast California (1983).
er, AWL Key Associates /CHC, Miami, Fla.
She is Partner, M G B Associates, Laguna Wesley A. Fachner, CPA, San Jose (1989). He Constance D. Larsen,
CMA, CPA, Cleveland
is Controller, Balch Petrolem, Milpitas, Calif.
Niguel, Calif.
East (1985). She is Senior Manager, Ernst &
Joseph M. Bobinger, Cincinnati (1978). He is Shirley A. Gaus, CPA, Chattahoochee Valley
Young LLP, Cleveland, Ohio.
(1987). She is President, Columbus Health
Divisinal Controller, Hamilton County
Joseph R. Lucot,Pittsburgh (1990). He is ManManagement Service, Columbus, Ga.
Recorder's Office, Cincinnati, Ohio.
ager, Coopers & Lybrand LLP, Pittsburgh,
Tammy D. Boyd, CMA, CPA, West Tennessee John G. Gerdener, CPA, Minneapolis Viking
Pa.
(1979). He is CFO, Lurie, Besikof, Lapidus &
(1983). She is Analyst, Porter -Cable Corp.,
H. Gayle Lundeen, Waterloo -Cedar Falls
Co. LLP, Minneapolis, Minn.
Jackson, Tenn.
(1980). She is Administrator, John Deere
Robert D. Brew, CPA, Adirondack (1986). He is Joseph A. Giarrizzo, Niagara (1979). He is
Engineering Products, Waterloo, Iowa.
Manager Plant Accounting, The Carbide/
Professor, Adirondack Community College,
William G. Martin, CIA, CPA, North Penn
Graphite Group Inc., Niagara Falls, N.Y.
Queensbury, N.Y.
(1970). He is Executive Vice President, Aydin
Dawn W. Browne, CPA, Colorado Centennial Mark S. Gilpin, Mass Route 128 (1986). He is
Controls, Fort Washington, Pa.
Owner, Ledgerplus, Milford, Mass.
(1981). She is Owner, Dawn Accounting and
Gaylord L. McCabe, CPA, Spokane Area
Office Services, Evergreen, Colo.
Sharon A. Grambow, CMA, CPA, Milwaukee
(1989). He is Owner, Gaylord L. McCabe,
R. Ruth Brushwood, CPA, St. Joseph -Pony Ex(1987). She is Corporate Conrtoller, Fran CPA, Spokane, Wash.
press (1989). She is Supervisor, Boehringer
cisan Villa, South Milwaukee, Wis.
Rudolph J. McCue, CPA, Blue Grass Area
Ingleheim, St. Joseph, Mo.
Faye C. Gray, Shreveport (1986). She is Direc(1989). He is Controller, SuperAmerica, LexGyan Chandra,Miami Valley Ohio (1971). He is
tor, North Louisiana Goodwill Ind., Shreveington, N.Y.
Professor, School of Business Administraport, La.
J. Robert McGarvey, CMA, Jacksonville
tion, Miami University, Oxford, Ohio.
Anthony F. Grenci, CMA, CPA, Butler Area
(1982). He is an Accountant, Blue Cross &
Andrew S, Collins, Long Island (1986) He is
(1989). He is Associate Professor, Butler
Blue Shield of Florida, Jacksonville, Fla.
County Community College, Butler, Pa.
President, Brookville Group Inc., Melville,
N.Y.
Donald Hartman, Jr., CPA, Tucson (1988). He *John J, Mesko, CMA, CPA, Greater San
Gabriel Valley (1975), He is Vice President
is Owner, Donald Hartman, CPA, Tucson,
Susan J. Corchado, CMA, Raritan Valley
Administration
/Finance, Osterbauer, Los
(1988). She is Manager, Johson & Johnson,
Ariz.
Angeles, Calif.
New Brunswick, N.J.
Pamela Z. Jackson, CPA, Augusta (1988). She
Gerald
L. Page, CMA, Ann Arbor (1976). He is
William D. Cotton, Rochester (1982). He is
is Assistant Professor, School of Business
Vice President/CFO, Med View Services
Administration, Augusta College, Augusta,
Associate Professor, SUNY Geneseo, Jones
Inc., Farmington Hills, Mich.
School of Business, Geneseo, N.Y.
Ga.
John W. Coughlan, CMA, CPA, Washington Cynthia A. Julian, CMA, CPA, Tyler Area *Deanna L. Paskonis, Cleveland (1981). She is
Supervisor -Data Processing, The East Ohio
(1990). She is Staff Accountant, Rex -Hide InD.C. (1957). He is President, CPA School of
Gas Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
dustries Inc., Tyler, Texas.
Washington, Fairfax, Va.
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Anthony P, Pencek, CPA, Providence (1983). Gayle L, Singletary, CPA, Baton Rouge (1991).
He is Corporate Controller, Kristen Creations
He is Plant Controller, US Agencies, Baton
Inc., East Providence, R.I.
Rouge, La.

Charles N. Webb, Charleston- Trident (1990).
He is Manager, Homemaker Industries Inc.,
North Charleston, S.C.

Kathleen J. Perry, Minneapolis Northstar Jeffrey P. Smith, CMA, CPA, Richmond (19841. Wendy A. Whittaker, Greater Greenville
He is Vice President Finance, Hello Inc.,
(1990). She is Accountant, Land 0 Lakes,
(1991). She is Owner, Whittaker Personnel,
Richmond, Va.
Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.
Swansboro, N.C.
L.
Claire
Smith,
Montgomery
(1983).
She
is
Margaret A. Pfeiffer, Northwest Suburban
Jeffrey Williams, Eugene - Springfield (1990).
Management Information Specialist, Union
Chicago (1980). She is Corporate Controller,
He is Controller, Pierce Corp, Eugene, Ore.
Camp Corp, Prattville, Ala.
Elex -Tek Inc., Skokie, III.
Stephen R. Willis, CMA, CPA, Houston (1982).
Cindy A. Stark-Jones, CMA, New Hampshire
Herschel L. Philpott, CMA, CPA, Indiana East
He is Owner, Stephen R. Willis, CPA, Hous(19861. She is Corporate Controller, B R
(1985). He is Finance Manager, Richmond
ton, Texas.
Jones Roofing Co., Stratham, N.H.
Power and Light, Richmond, Va.
Diane M. Zinkula, Cedar Rapids (1981). She is
Linda J. Stocks, Evansville (1986). She is
Cost Analyst, Rockwell International, Cedar
Laurie K. Schneiderwent, Wisconsin
Secretary/Treasurer, J H Rudolph & Co Inc.,
Rapids, Iowa.
Lakeshore (1988). Howards Groves, Wis.
Evansville, Ind.
Brent A. Sheffer, CPA, Columbus (1979). He is Carol A. Van Dyke, CMA, Grand Rapids (1979). "One -year term
CFO and General Counsel, ACM International, Inc., Dublin, Ohio.

She is Manager, Bissell Inc., Grand Rapids,
Mich.

Richard D. Sinclair, II, CPA, Northwest Key- Mary A. Vaughn, CPA, Oklahoma City (1989).
stone (1986). He is Partner, May & Co., Oil
She is Manager, Grant Thornton, Oklahoma
City, Pa.
City, Okla.

Peter Baudoin, CMA, CPA, Gulf South (1986). He is President and James A. Mandeville, Florida (1985). He is Chief Accountant, Blue
Owner, Peter Baudoin Consulting, Lafayette, La.
Cross & Blue Shield, Jacksonville, Fla.
Mary L. Cabral, Pacific Northwest (1981). She is an Accountant, Ridley S. Nimmo, CMA, Michigan (1984). He is Manager, Dow ChemWeyerhaeuser Co., Tacoma, Wash.
ical Company, Midland, Mich.
Robert H. Carleton, CPA, Wild West (1983). He is Owner, Robert H. Angela M. Norkiewicz, Mid - Atlantic 09851. She is Manager, PennsylCarleton, CPA, Huntington Beach, Calif.
vania Blue Shield, Camp Hill, Pa.
Laura L. Carlson, CMA, Northern Lights 09871. St. Paul, Minn.

Eileen K. Redfern, CPA, New Jersey (1982). She is President, EKR
Associates, Kenvil, N.J.
Thomas G. Davis, CPA, Texas (1974). He is Property Services
Manager, Texas Utilities Services, Garland, Texas.
James F. Sabo, Mid - America (1977). He is Internal Auditor, Uarco
Incorporated, Barrington, III.
Bonnie E. Forrester, Ohio (1972). She is Partner, McOuilkin Vine, Long bottom, and Forrester, CPAs, Lakewood, Ohio.

Evie L. Sandusky,Rocky Mountain (1986). She is Corporate Conrtoller,
S R D A, Pueblo, Colo.
Charles R. Hartle, CMA, CPA, Lincoln Trail (1983). He is Vice President Finance, Acordia of Central Indiana Inc., Greenwood, Ind.
Robert A. Schlaufman, Keystone Mountain States (1977). He is
AVP- Functional Controller, P N C Bank, Erie, Pa.
Byrd S. Heaton, CMA, Virginia (1981). He is Assistant Vice President,
Signet Bank, Richmond, Va.

Paul W. Stetson, NorthEast (1979). He is Controller, ALOKA, Wallingford, Conn.
William A. Hopp, Potomac & Chesapeake (1979). He is Corporate
Conrtoller, The Ward Machinery Co., Cockeysille, Md.
John (Warren) Templeton, Carolinas (1959). He is Divison Cost Manager, Milliken & Co., Spartanburg, S.C.
David G. Lindsey, Golden West (1968). He is BRT Team Manager,
Northrop Grumman, Sunnyvale, Calif.

Richard L. Wilson, CPA Heartland (1981). He is Senior Vice President,
Great Southern Bank, Springfield, Mo.
Kaylene M. Luedtke, North Central (1983). She is Accountant, Great
Plains Financial Services, Columbus, Neb.
Paul R. Wuest, Upstate New York (1974). He is Senior Vice President,
Rochester Community Savings Bank, Rochester, N.Y.
Thomas E. Macken, Jr., CPA, Metro New York (1984). He is Vice
President, Data Integrity & Control, American Express TRS Co. Inc., Marsha E. Wyzykowski, CMA, CPA, Tennessee Valley (1991). She is
New York, N.Y.
Owner, Smith & Associates, Bowling Green, Ky.
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A Clussifted Section

High- profile consumer goods manufacturer with well -earned reputation
for rapid growth and tight internal
controls seeks an aggressive self starter with background in cost
(job and process) inventory control,
systems, credit and collections.
MBA/CPA with seven plus years
plant -level experience. Company
looking at an IPO within two
years —be a part of it! Salary to
$70,000 plus bonus.

Global leader of information management products and services seeks
experienced EDP auditors for their
international audit group. Great
stepping stone into the operations of
the company through this rotational
program including fantastic domestic and international travel and high
visibility. Successful candidates will
be energetic,with good technical and
interpersonal skills. Salary to
$60,000 with a 401(K) plan, tuition
matching and other great benefits!

$900 million, publicly traded, discount brokerage firm in business for
16 years, rated fifth in the industry
with 79 branches in the US and over
1,100 employees is seeking a professional with three plus years experience in financial services. Candidate
should possess BS/BA in Account ing/Finance, with expert spreadsheet
analysis skills, Focus Reporting,
general ledger analysis and financial
statement preparation. Organization
seeks a dynamic, ambitious individual to fill this highly visible position.
Excellent opportunity. Salary to
$50,000 with good benefits.

Growing, medium sized privately
owned manufacturing company
seeks experienced financial manager
to oversee the financial aspects of
the business. Position requires
the ability to develop costs, budgets
and a financial reporting system.
Seven plus years of manufacturing
with cost accounting required. CPA/
CMA, office management and strong
computer skills considered a "plus."
Great benefits including major medical, 401(K), ESOP, year -end bonus
and salary to $70,000.
Rapidly growing software developer
and distributor of a wireless messenger service seeks a hands -on, ten plus year professional with public/
private experience to supervise
financial statement preparation,
cash management, budgets, daily operations as well as the Accounting
Department. Company will do an
Initial Public Offering (IPO) within
the next twelve months. Individual
must be energetic, ambitious and
able to work in a fast paced environment. BS in Accounting is desired,
solid PC skills knowledge of
Dynamics software a plus. Excellent
career track and benefits! Salary
to $70,000.

High energy, growth oriented computer software/hardware company
seeks a professional to handle significant sales and pricing analysis and
various special projects. New, high
visibility position created due to
company's growth. Position reports
to senior management. Ideal background includes three plus years of
significant analysis exposure. Public
accounting experience preferred.
Salary to $50,000 including excellent
benefits.

$800 million manufacturer seeks an
experienced professional for its $16
million division. Individual will
provide all division financial support
including budgets, forecasts, inventory control management, costing/
pricing analysis and various special
projects. Will report to the Director
of Costing and Analysis. Definite
opportunity with long -term growth
potential! Ideal background includes
a minimum of two years' cost analysis in a manufacturing environment
and a strong understanding of general accounting and financial reporting. Salary to $50,000 with excellent
benefits.

This outstanding publishing/broadcasting and media organization
seeks a two -plus year general accountant to join the controller's
group. Duties will include assisting
with all financial reporting, journal
entry preparation, quarterly consolidations, financial analysis and special projects. Strong PC skills are required including Excel or Lotus. BS
in Accounting is desired. Fortune 500
company experience a plus. Salary to
$38,000 with good benefits.

World leader in consumer finance
has a rewarding career track. Opportunity for degreed professional with
at least two years of experience and
strong interpersonal skills. Responsibilities include month -end close,
cash and investment and special
projects. Company offers both upward and lateral transfers to train
and enhance your skills. Salary to
$35,000 with excellent benefits.

A Classified Section

Major nonprofit organization is
seeking a coordinator to work within
the corporate accounting group. The
qualified candidate will be responsible for preparing annual and midyear budgets, revising policy and
procedures, developing a "signature
authorization" manual, installation
of an inventory reporting system,
and assisting with month -end/
year -end close. Requirements include working knowledge of Excel
and MS Word, B.S. in Accounting,
and a minimum of t hree years'
industry experience. Salary to
$45,000 with excellent benefits.

Northern East Coast manufacturer
and distribution company seeking
professional with two plus years' experience. Responsibilities include order entry, inventory control, and accounts payable coordination. If you
have the ability to be self- managed
and have good computer skills, this
opportunity may be what you are
looking for! BS/BA in Accounting or
Finance required. Salary to $34,000
with good benefits.

Dynamic magazine publishing company seeks experienced manager
with five plus years of "Big 6" and
publishing experience. Duties include
financial statement preparation, tax
reporting and special projects. Strong
supervisory skills are needed to oversee seven staff. Excellent opportunity
to broaden and develop your career
in this high profile and promotable
position. B.S. in Accounting desired,
CPA/CMA/MBA a plus. Salary to
$65,000 with excellent benefits.

Financial Services Company with
revenues of over $2 billion seeks individual to consult with senior management on complex accounting issues, including SOPS and all M & A
pronouncements including due diligence and SEC reporting. Great
springboard into senior management. Candidates must be creative,
confident, with good communication
skills. Qualifications include CPA,
five plus years of accounting experience with M & A and/or SEC exposure. Any exposure to FASB research
is highly preferred. Salary to $60,000
in addition to great benefits.

$15 million not - for -profit organization is seeking a bright, energetic entry -level individual. This college
graduate will possess excellent
computer skills and exposure
to Accounts Payable and Receivable,
invoice processing, and general
journal entries. Candidate should
prefer to be in a learning environment and work towards team goals.
Salary to $23,000 and great benefits.

Entrepreneurial bank consulting
firm has various opportunities for
seasoned consulting professionals
with financial service specialties.
Ideal background includes retail
banking and financial management.
The firm's expertise includes an onsite client staff orientation throughout the United States. Therefore, a
candidate's geographic location is
not an issue. Qualified applicants
are eligible to participate in an incentive revenue sharing program for
contributing successful business
leads. Compensation and year -end
bonus commensurate with background and prior achievements.

Software developer for the financial
services sector. Over - the - counter
(OTC) listed winner! Requirements
include at least three years of revenue accounting experience, in addition to initiative and discretion.
High growth potential within this
well respected organization! Salary
to $40,000 and good benefits.

Major
manufacturer /distributor
with solid foothold in a niche market
seeks a sharp, vibrant, energetic individual to join the financial planning team. A minimum of four years'
solid experience in forecasting, budgeting and consolidation is essential.
MBA/CMA with exposure to sales/
marketing /manufacturing highly
desired. A wonderful opportunity for
a winning individual. Salary to
$55,000 and great benefits!
Billion dollar, high -tech manufacturer seeks a seasoned professional to
perform reporting, ad hoc analysis,
variance analysis, financial statement consolidation, and supervision
of junior analysts. Requirements
include at least four years' prior
experience and an MBA. CPA/CMA a
plus. Great benefits and a salary to
$45,000.

Privately held international company seeks a professional for one of its
subsidiaries with two plus years in
cost analysis. Responsibilities include implementation of costing system, budgets business analysis, and
development of profitability reporting. BS in Accounting or Finance and
at least four years of total work experience required. Salary to $40,000
with excellent benefits.
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structor. Wecan helQ your solo
career take
Wevebeen in
the business of helping accountants start their own business for
30years so it's not surprising were
America's #1 accounting franchise.
Wellgive you the tax expertise,
the *terns and the support you
need to get, and keep, new clients.

Callusat )0-523-7292.We
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career take off.
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MANAGEMENT/INFORMATION SYSTEMS CONSULTANT
Analyze management & information systems needs; conceptualize database
applications; define system requirements & functional specifications; develop
software tools & information system management solutions for banking and
financial institution executives; supervise software engineering personnel
and development of business application systems; conduct feasibility studies
and prepare proposals; handle project management; evaluate engineering
systems for manufacturers and agribusinesses from financial perspective;
perform cost- benefit and statistical analyses; design and implement cost accounting systems; consult on re- engineering for information systems; make
technical presentations; train customer users; supervise internal MIS department. Requires Bachelor degree in engineering or analytical discipline and a
Master degree in business administration or management science, along with
three years' experience in this position or in project management/engineering. The required experience must be in information systems, including at
least one year in programming and one year in databases. 40 hrs/wk.
$50,000 /yr. Send resume or apply in person to:
Georgia Department of Labor, Job Order # GA 5952782,
2633 M.L. Ring, Jr. Dr., Atlanta, GA 30311 -1605 or
the nearest Department of Labor Field Service Office.

BUSINESS SERVICES'
RS#
2
18

14800- 713 -2098

LOOKING FOR A
DEPRECIATION PROGRAM?
Which fixed asset/depreciation
program got four out of four
stars by CPA Technology Advisor
(12/95)? ASSET KEEPER! Find
out why ... call for free demo, sample reports and features list.
Pro -Ware
13930 Gold Circle, Suite 104
Omaha, NE 68144
(402) 330 -2517
Fax: (402) 330-2496

YOUR SEARCH FOR THE
BEST LIST OF NEW AND /OR
ESTABLISHED BUSINESSES AT THE LOWEST COST
IS OVERIII
Call 1- 800-44748007

ABC Technologies Inc.
Accountants on Call

32

33
2

3
23
14

Aetna
Apprise
ARCUS Data Security, Inc.

10
3
23

11

Arm strong Laing, Inc.

15

7

12
17
21
8
4

Best Program s
CFM Program
CMA Program
Comshare, Inc.
Decision Support Technology Inc.

1
24A
55
C -2
53

Deltek
Geac VisionShift

5
35

Hyperion
IMA/CMA Pens

11
47

IMA 77th Annual Conference
IMA Executive Education Program s

18
13A

IMA Regional Education Assistance Program s

13B

19
16

Lam bers
Manufacturers Alliance
MicroMash

52
63
25

20
9

MIS Training In stitute
Northwestern Mutual Life
Padgett

7
29
62

6
25
1

Price Waterhouse
RIA
Robert Half International Inc.
Robert Half International Inc.
Marketplace
Sapling Perform ance Measurem ent
SoftEx

9
17

5

-

Rates: $4.00 per word - 15
word minimum. Advertising
copy over 50 words is
charged at display advertising rates. Abbreviations,
ZIP codes, and phone numbers count as one word
each. All classified advertising must be prepaid.
Noncommissionable.
Closing Date:Deadline for
copy is 21 days preceding
month of publication.
Copy: All advertising must
be submitted in typewritten, double- spaced form.
No telephone orders accepted. Copy may be
faxed to Alice Schulman
at !2011573.0639.
Acceptance: Publisher
reserves the right to accept or reject advertisements for MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING'Classified.
Payments: Payment in U.S.
funds must accompany each
order. Mail copy to Alice
Schulman, MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING, 10 Paragon
Drive, Montvale, NJ 076451760. Tel. 1 -800- 638 -4427,
Ext. 280.
Display Classified: One twelfth page (1 lane- x 4 I is
available at $822.

CMA EXAM
REVIEW SOFTWARE
$99 DOWN —
$99 AFTER YOU PASS
Over 1200 questions with 6000
answer ration ales. Over 35
years' experience teaching CMA
review courses in one extraordinary computerized program.
Don't miss the program everyone's talking about. 50% down —
the balance only after you pass.
Call WiseGuides at

Page
&

160HAWTHORNEPARK-ATHENS,GA30606

26
15
22

System s Union
TM1 Software

13
60 & 61
19
C -3
C -4
37

IN& =-TiM®
ACCOUNTINGPROFESSIONALS

Turn your Continuing Education hours
into MBA credits. Now, earn an MBA by
completing Continuing Education hours.
No class attendance necessary. CMAs get
autom atic credit for almo st half th e MBA
degree. Meets all ICMA standards.
Lincoln Graduate
School of Management
Tel: (800) 604-6805
Fax: (800) 748 -0709

NMI

For Information

Call!

COST ACCOUNTANT MANUFACTURING
Degrees. Wonderful Mid - Atlantic growth
company. Experienced. Spreadsheets. CMA, ABC
helpful_
S -H -S
101 East Lancaster
Wayne, PA 19087
(610)- 687 -6104 ■ Fax: (610) 687 -6102
Consultants Nationwide
Oracle
80,000.00
Peoplesoft
80,000.00
SAP
$100,000.00
Client/Server
$100,000.00
Hedlund Corporation
One IBM Plaza #2618
Chicago, IL 60611
Fax 3121755 -1405
$

Steve Newton - President
Charter Career Consultants
8318 Pineville- Matthews Rd.
Box 708 -273
Charlotte, NC 28226
Fax: (803) 635 -7749
Our client companies pay our fees.

F -O -R -TU-N -E of Columbia is an authority in
the placement of Manufacturing Management
Accounting professionals nationwide. We conduct
searches for CFO, VP Finance, Controller, Cost
Manager and Financial Analyst positions in the
$40,000 to $150,000 range. To discuss our current
opportunities, call (803) 788 -8877. You may fax
your resume to (803) 788 -1509 or mail to:
F -O -R -TU-N -E Personnel
Consultants of Columbia, Inc.
P.O. Box 23728, Dept. MA
Columbia, SC 29224
Our client companies pay our fees.

$

IT'S ACCRUAL WORLD...
MAKE THE MOST OF IT!
Interim Services, one of the Nation's leading
staffing firms and one of Success Magazine's
TOP TEN FRANCHISES, has a limited
number of opportunities for ownership of an
INTERIM ACCOUNTING PROFESSIONALS office. Available areas are:
Salt Lake City
Rochester
Tulsa
Syracuse
Oklahoma City
Dayton
New Orleans
Grand Rapids
San Juan
Detroit
Bakersfield
Fresno
Your background should include Big Six,
Corporate Accounting, or CPA with heavy
network con tacts in o ne of these markets.
Minimum $100K required. For more information contact:
John Marquez
Director of Market Development
INTERIM ACCOUNTING
PROFESSIONALS
14800) 900 -9029

We specialize in the placement
of Accounting professionals
nationwide.
V.P. Finance to $125K
Controller to $90K
Cost Manager to $60K
Sr. Financial Analyst to $55K
Cost Accountant to $50K
Please call to discuss current position openings at 1- 800 - 700 -0103
and mail your resume to:

—

CONTROLLER
Will serve as Controller for owner of three or
more jointly owned corporations involved in
the restaurant and gifts business. Will prepare financial statements, spreadsheets, tax
returns, projections o f profit and loss and
handle other accounting related matters,
such as internal and extern al aud its, etc.
Will supervise bookkeeper. Will prepare reports for management regarding financial
aspects of future expansion plans. MBA or
Master's Management with at least 9 credit
hours in accounting; two years experience as
Accountan t. Three (3) credit hours or one
month experience in C and C ++ or equivalent. $42,750/yr., 9AM to 5PM; 40 hrs/wk.
Contact:
LA Office of Employment Security
Job Order 568287
6701 Airline Hwy.
Metairie, LA 70003

IPC Enterprises'
1

MANUFACTURERS ALLIANCE

C o n f e r e n c e o n N e w T r e n d s i n t h e R e g u l a t i o n of
Accou nting , Di sclos ure, and Audit
Ritz- Carlton Pentagon City, Arlington, Virginia
June 17 -18, 1996 (Monday- Tuesday)

Faculty:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pub lic Oversight Board, A.A. Somm er, Jr., Chair
Financial Accounting Standards Board, John M. "Neel" Foster, Member
Securities and Exchange Commission, Michael H. Sutton, Chief Accountant
SEC Division of Corporation Finance, Robert A. Bayless, Chief Accountant
Accounting Standards Executive Committee, Edmund Coulson, Member
Aud iting Standards Board, Edm und R. Noonan, Chair
International Accounting Standards Committee, Pat McConnell, Member
General Accounting Office, Donald H. Chapin, Chief Accountant
Th e In stitute of Internal Auditors, William L. Taylor, Chair
DCAA, F.T. Cornett and D.F. Eck, Chiefs, Accounting and Special Projects
Columbia University, John C. "Sandy" Burton, Professor of Accounting
AICPA Special Committee on Financial Reporting, R.J. Bromark, Member

CPE: Est 13 Hours: June 17, 8 a.m.-5 : 4 5 p.m., June 18,730 a.m.-12:15 p.m.
Cost: Nonmembers $550; Members $450; Call for Special Discount, 3+ Registrants
To Register or Inquire: Call M.L. Shaffer, Registrar, or F.W. Holman, Jr., Chair
Manufacturers Alliance, 1525 Wilson Blvd,Suite 900, Arlington, VA 22209
Telephone 1- 703 - 841 -9000, ext. 230; Fax 1- 703 - 841 -9514 or 7104
NASBA CPE Sponsor Registry # 94- 00623-96
Circle No. 16
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Robert Rizzitello, CMA, Editor

REGIONALEDUCATION
PROGRAMS
The Regional Education Assistance
Programs (REAP), IMA's local" delivery system for specially developed
one -day courses, provides high- quality continuous professional learning
opportunities close to home for members around the country. The Institute designed the REAP delivery
system to reduce participants' travel
costs and minimize time away from
the office while providing high- quality, low -cost CPE. The list of courses
reflects the diverse needs of the IMA
membership and other financial
professionals.
The national office selects course
instructors based on their experience
as practitioners and presenters. The
instructors bridge the gap between
the theoretical and practical concepts
of the subject matter. Interactive exercises are key components of the
course design. The interactive program enables each participant to
meet colleagues and learn through a
"hands -on" approach. A comprehensive participants' manual provides
valuable take -home materials.
Who should sponsor a REAP? IMA
chapters and councils can sponsor
the programs. The sponsoring organization works with its area Regional
Executive in selecting the topic and
program site and coordinating the
event. In return, the sponsoring organization shares in any profit generated from the program.
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Selected Available REAPPrograms
Managing Cross- Functional Teams
Reengineering the Financial Function
Performance Measurement; Practical

tion of "best practices:"
• Develop creative pricing to encourage companies to send more
than one employee to the program
and to secure the participation of
nonmembers;
• Initiate corporate development
calls with companies that had
nonmembers attending;
• Supplement the REAP course
with a seminar provided by a local
professional service firm to create
a series or portfolio of programs;
• Cross market the program to the
membership of another local organization, offering discounts for
their membership;
• Survey the audience to obtain input on future topics and changes
to the program or
facilities.

Strategies and Information Systems
that Work
Activity -Based Costing and Management
A complete catalog of REAP courses can
be obtained by calling the IMA office at
1- 800 - 638 -4527. en 297.

What makes a REAP successful?
Strong local support, good publicity,
careful topic selection, and good administration all make a successful
REAP. Good publicity starts with a
professional course announcement
printed and mailed by the national
office. Effective sponsors supplement
the course brochure with earlier announcements in the organization's
newsletter, at meetings, and special
mailings with personal cover letters
to CMAs in the area and individuals
who expressed interest in the topic
at past seminars.
Action plans for the event should
be implemented at least three
months in advance (initial planning
should occur even earlier). At the
three -month mark, the publicity plan
should be in place and the location
selected. Make sure the facility has
adequate space, easy access, and reasonable food service. Generally, the
programs are held at upscale hotels.
"Best Practices" and other creative
ideas for the program. REAP sponsors have been creative in leveraging the programs to help their local
organizations grow. Here is a selec-

What support does the IMA national
office provide? The IMA funds the
development of the courses and handles registration and record keeping.
The Regional Executive supports the
program by developing and mailing
the program brochures, providing
the program materials, scheduling
the presenter, and providing on -site
administration.
Now to get started today. Start by
calling your Regional Executive to
obtain the latest information on the
courses and locations. Then discuss
the program with your Board of Directors, and make your high -level
plans now! Once your Board decides
to sponsor the program, contact your
Regional Executive to start planning
the event.
Encourage your Regional Executive to discuss the REAP programs
and how they may fit into your annual programs at your next Board
meeting. The Regional Executives
have practical firsthand experience
in running these programs and can
help ensure that your program runs
smoothly and meets member needs.
Robert Rizzitello, CMA, is a senior manager
with the management consulting group of
Ernst & Young LLP. He can be reached by
phone: (215) 448 -5988, fax: (215) 448 -4070, or
Internet: bob.rizzitello@ey -cam.
I would like to thank Carl Basso, Arvid
Frende, and Connie Schmidt for providing insight into the REAP process and the tips I have
included in this article.

If you are looking for
accounting and finance
software, SoftEx is the Event
that has all the answers.
Where else can you compare
and evaluate over 70 leading
accounting and finance
software products in one
valuable day? And gain such a
wealth of information to
ensure you make the right
decisions now for your
company's future?
Pre - register now
at no charge *I
Remembertoquote
MA5AA and indicate your
city of choice to receive
your Event Planner, details of the MasterClass
Educational Program and lodging information.

in Accounting
& Finance
New York Hilton and Towers
New York, NY
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r 7� 1 Email: register @softex.attmail.com

July�23�—�24�1996
Palmer House Hilton Hotel
Chicago, IL

September�11�—�12�1996

Tel:1- 888 -8-SOFTEX toll -free
Tel: 1-415-842-7373 (Outside USA)

Faxback 1- 888- 2- SOFTEX toll -free for
Fnx

immediate details direct to your fax machine.
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http: / /www.softinfo.com
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" $95.00feeday of show if not pre-registered.
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SunSystems gives you the edge.
It takes thousands of hours of preparation to arrive at this Olympic moment. Now there is only the cold rush of water in your head
and the machine -like churning of rivals' arms and legs in the other lanes, all with one aim -- to beat you and everyone else. The intensity
level is so high, the race can be decided by millimeters.
In 1972, one man did it not once, but seven times -- grabbing a record seven Gold Medals in the Olympics. Mark Spitz found the winning edge and swam away from the competition to achieve a feat unparalleled in sports history.
How is Systems Union like Mark Spitz? We're glad you asked.
Just like Mark Spitz, Systems Union's SunSystems accounting software adds the winning difference in the hyper - competitive international business world.
SunSystems gives you higher functionality in a multi - platform, multi - lingual, multi - currency international accounting package.
Available in 22 different languages and offering lightning -quick currency translation, SunSystems runs on Windows NT, MS SQL Server,
Sybase, Oracle, all major UNIX flavors and dozens of hardware platforms.
SunSystems offers better system performance, resilience, and the flexibility you need in client/server, providing full integration of corporate data for detailed analysis, on -line inquiry for easier access, and ultimately, the right information for the right people at the right
time. As fast as you need it.
Like the most savvy and successful Olympian, Systems Union has proven its
winning ways for more than 10,000 users in 160 countries. And you're backed by
a dedicated support team at your side from day one.
At the top of the international vanguard of software companies, with ISO 9000
quality standards certification, Systems Union gives you all the right tools to manage your business aggressively and the power to outrace the competition.
To win in the client/sen er financials race,call 1 -500-542-5420now
Circle No. 15
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